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Abstract approved

This study originated with industry recognition of inadequate

flexibility in currently used procedures for grading, sizing, and

packaging fresh apples in North Central Washington. Field-run apples

are introduced into the process, and nearly all of the product must

be placed in a marketing package in the process. Portions of the

output products are stored for a 12-month marketing period. Fre-

quently during this marketing period there are changes in the types

of packaging demanded. In recognition of this problem, research has

developed prototype equipment for performing a presorting and pre-

sizing function. Presorted and presized apples could be returned to

bulk bin storage for later selective market preparation. This study

provides cost information on the application of this new procedure

that should be useful to managers of packing plants.

The principal objective of the study is to determine how the

application of the new procedure would affect the production-point

marketing margins. An intermediate objective is to establish

industry structure and trends that might relate to the application
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of the new procedure. Cost analysis is limited to those operating

input costs that would likely be affected by the application of the

new procedure.

An economic-engineering method of analysis is used to measure

the relative efficiency of the old and new techniques. A sample of

four representative apple packing lines was analyzed for rate of

output in standard operating periods (eight-hour shifts) and for

average costs per unit of output in these periods. Cost per unit of

output associated with integrating the presorting and presizing

function into the process was estimated. Operating and cost models

were developed for both the standard packing line and the new method.

From analysis of standard packing line operation, it was concluded

that presorting and presizing the 50 per cent of the total seasonal

volume with the lowest quality would improve the rate of product

output on standard packing lines. This is the basis for estimating

operating and cost models of the new technique. Models are based on

annual seasonal output volumes of 210,000, 2O,OOO and 350,000 boxes

(42 pounds of apples per box). These volumes represent a majority

of the larger packing plants in North Central Washington.

Average operating input costs per unit of output increase due to

the application of presorting and presizing. The increase was approx-

imately $ .025 per unit of output. This is one per cent of the average

production-point marketing margin. Application of the new method

would not increase the economic efficiency of this specific phase of

grading, sizing, and packing fresh apples.



The application of presorting and presizing and integration with

the current packing line procedures in apple packing plants in North

Central Washington could result in total cost savings in individual

plants through the more efficient use of storage facilities. Approx-

imately 20 per cent more product can be stored in refrigerated storage

or modified atmosphere refrigerated storage in bulk fonn in bins as

compared to finished product storage. Presorting and presizing 50

per cent of the field-nm product would also result in greatly im-

proved flexibility in adapting to the market. The relatively small

additional cost of application of this presorting and presizing

function would improve the efficiency of many larger apple packing

plants. The economic value would vary with each plant. Individual

plant variables that should be analyzed are total seasonal volume and

trends, storage capacity, current packing line efficiency, and

marketing program.
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COST ANALYSIS OF TWO TECHNIQUES OF
GRADING SIZING AND PACKING

RED DELICIOUS APPLES IN NORTH CENTRAL WASHINGTON

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

To maintain or improve its competitive position in the

national market, the apple industry of North Central Washington

must improve its ability to meet market demand. During the past

eight years the annual market period for apples has been extended

from nine to twelve months. This increase in marketing period has

been accomplished through the application of technological improve-

ment in harvesting and storage methods. The volume of apples pro-

duced in this area increased by 30 per cent from 1960 to 1965 and

is projected to increase an additional 25 per cent from 1965 to

1970. Apple packing and storage plant managers report an increasing

trend toward mixed carload (refrigerated rail car or truck equiva-

lents) demand and changing demand for varieties, grades, sizes, and

containers of apples throughout the extended market period.

Packing and storage of apples is a marketing function perforued

for the purpose of meeting the demands of the market. The market for

Washington apples is nationwide, with distribution in all major

population centers. Packing plants receive the harvested fruit,

provide refrigerated storage, grade, size, package, and load for

shipping. The fruit is stored at the plants during the market period
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and shipped on demand to terminal market receivers. Very little

storage is provided in transit to markets or at market centers.

Present packing and storage plant operations do not provide the

degree of flexibility necessary to adapt the raw product to changing

market demands. Pacidrig lines are completely integrated units that

require finished product output for each given period of operation.

Fifty to one hundred and twenty different finished products are pro-

duced by a single plant from a raw product input in a given operating

period. These different finished products for each variety of apple

consist of two or three grades and ten to twelve sizes placed in two

to five different kinds of containers.

Only a portion of the various finished products are needed for

current or planned sales. The market for the remaining finished

products is not known at the time of packing line operation. Some

degree of change in finished product is frequently desired by the

market at a later time. For example, for a given period of packing

line operation there may be a known demand for one size group, grade,

and variety of apples. These apples are to be placed on trays in

specified market containers. Later demand for other groups of sizes

and grades of this variety may vary among two or three different

forms of packaging.

In the currently used procedure on apple packing lines, field-

run apples in varying combinations of sizes and grades are introduced

into a continuous line process. The continuous process is made up



of a series of functions or functional stages. Each function may

use varying quantities of inputs such as raw product, equipment,

supplies, labor, and technologies to produce different outputs. In

a continuous process made up of a combination of functions, the

output rate (volume of packed apples per unit of time) is limited

by the least efficient1 function.

A new technology, recently introduced, allows for pregrading

and presizing of field-run apples into certain specified groups of

grades and sizes. Each of these groups can then be returned to bulk

bin containers for further storage and for later processing by the

packing line. This new technology provides an opportunity to pro-

cess uniforAlL batches of apples in predetermined grade and size

groups for a given period of time.

The purpose of this study is. to compare the costs of operating

apple packing lines Lth and thout the introduction of this new

technology. Cost - output relationships for each function and a

combination of these relationships into cost functions for the two

technologies are developed for analysis.

1Efficiency here is used in a physical sense, i.e., output
per unit of input.

3



Industry Setting

The Washington apple industry is concentrated in the central

part of the state. Apple production and handling extends north and

south, joining similar industries at the Canadian and Oregon borders.

Over the past 20-year period Washington has produced an average of

20 per cent of the total United States coinmerical apple crop. During

the five-year period, 1959 through 1963, the average annual crop was

22,000,000 48-pound bushels. Since 1962 there has been an increase

in annual crops, with state production reaching 25,000,000 bushels

in 1964 and 1965 and 32,000,000 bushels in 1966. The projected pro-

duction for 1970 is 38,000,000 bushels (26, Nov. 1966; 31, p.26).

This would be a 73 per cent increase in production over the 1959-1963

average.

National apple production from 1951 through 1961 averaged ap-

proximately 112,000,000 bushels. The national production is expected

to reach 135,000,000 to 155,000,000 bushels by 1970 (27, p.3). This

represents a 20 to 38 per cent increase in production compared to

Washington State's 73 per cent increase.

The Washington apple industry can be divided into two major

geographic production areas -- the South Central area and the North

Central area. The South Central area is centered in Yakiina County

and includes Grant, Franklin, and Benton Counties. The North Central

Washington area includes Chelan, Douglas, and Okanogan Counties, with

marketing functions centered in the city of Wenatchee. The major

4
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difference between the two production areas that likely affects pro-

duction and marketing practices is the degree of diversification in

fruit production. The South Central area, in addition to marketing

nearly one-half of the state's conulLercial apple crop, is a major

producer of Bartlett pears, peaches, black sweet cherries, apricots,

and prunes. This diversification peruits a more continuous use of

marketing facilities. The North Central area produces and markets

over one-half of the state's conunercial apple crop. Apples account

for about 90 per cent of the tree fruit production in this area.

Only a few of the apple handling and marketing organizations have

the opportunity to increase utilization of fixed plant and equipment

by marketing other tree fruit crops. In addition, few other com-

modities that permit diversified use of facilities are produced in

the area (33, Balletin 2464).

The Washington apple industry is primarily based on a fresh

market product. One-third of the commercial fresh apples sold in

the United States are produced in and shipped from the state. Eighty

per cent or more of the state's annual crop is marketed as a fresh

product. Of the total apples produced in the United States, over

40 per cent are processed into products such as applesauce, apple

juice, and dehydrated apples. In Washington only that portion of

the apple crop which win not meet the state's grade standards for

fresh market shipment are processed into other products. Over the

past 10 years an average of 15 per cent of the state's crop has
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been processed. There is little indication of change in this

distribution between fresh and processed products in Washington

(21, p.5).

Two major adjustments have been occurring in the Washington

apple industry during the early 1960Ts. The first adjustment is

the increasing production of two apple varieties -- Red Delicious

and Golden Delicious. In the past, other varieties such as Winesap,

Jonathan, and Rome Beauty were major varieties. However, they have

lost their predominant position and. may decline as a proportion of

the total major crop. The Red. Delicious variety increased from an

annual average of ,000,000 bushels in the 1950 l to 12,000,000

bushels in 1966, and it is projected to reach 16,000,000 bushels in

1970 (32, p.26). The Golden Delicious variety1s average annual pro-

.duction in the 1950's was approximately 1,500,000 bushels. It in-

creased to 6,000,000 bushels in 1966 and is projected to reach

10,000,000 bushels in 1970 (32, p.26). The North Central Washington

area's volume of total apple production is projected to increase.

The predominant increase is in the Red De1icious variety with slightly

over 10,000,000 bushels projected for 1970 (32, p.26, 57, 66 and 77).

The second adjustment affecting the Washington apple industry is

the extension of the market period. Technological developments in

harvesting and storing of the two primary apple varieties have per-

mitted the extension of the market to a 12-month period. The intro-

duction of modified atmosphere (C.A.) refrigerated storage has made
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a major contribution to this extension of the market season. There

are currently 40,000,000 bushels of refrigerated storage capacity

located in the apple producing areas of Washington. A large number

of cold storage units has been constructed since 1959, with an

addition of over 10,000,000 bushels in refrigerated storage capacity

since that year (29, p. l-). During the same period the new

technology of modified atmosphere (C.A.) refrigerated storage has

been added. Washington had only 120,000 boxes of fresh apples in

C.A. storage in 1959. In 1966, seven years later, 5,000,000 boxes

of apples, or about 12 per cent of the state1s apple crop, were in

C.A. storage (31, p.l5).

The prospective increase in total U.S. apple production is

more than sufficient to match expected population growbh. Per capita

consumption of apples has been fairly constant since the early 1950!s.

Even with a small increase in per capita consumption over the next

few years, the prospective increase in apple production will be large

enough to intensify the problem of finding adequate market outlets

for the fruit, especially in years of large crops. For Washington

apples the problem may be more serious than in most other states

because of the likelihood of sharper relative increases in pro-

duction (27, p.3).

Fresh apples from Washington are marketed in most states of the

nation, and nearly five per cent of the stateTs crop is marketed in

foreign countries. Chart 1 shows the distribution of the Washington

fresh apple crop during the 1960-1964 period (30, p. 1-19). Most
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Washington apples are shipped to market in a standard container con-

sisting of a fiber box th either fiber of plastic trays and contain-

ing 42 pounds of fruit. During the 1965 shipping season an industry

sampling 0±' 12,000 carloads (4o boxes with 42 pounds of apples per

box in an average carload) of apples shipped from North Central

Washington showed 90 per cent of the shipments were made in the

standard fiber cartons. The remaining 10 per cent was made up of

several miscellaneous packages including cell dividers in fiber

cartons, bagged apples in fiber cartons, and smaller packages.

In the North Central Washington area, where apples are the pre-

dominant crop to be marketed, there are 117 packing and storage

plants. The 43 largest plants handle approximately 0 per cent of

afl the apples produced in this area (see Table 1). Many packing

plants have increased their storage capacity in the past five years.

The two larger groups account for most of this increase. Twenty-six

of the 43 larger packing plants are cooperative units. These co-

operative associations handle approximately 60 per cent of all the

apples in North Central Washington (29, p. l-).
Including the recent additions to apple packing plants in North

Central Washington, the total capacity is currently just adequate to

handle the crops produced in 1965 and 1966. With increasing crop

potentials, any alternative which provides opportunity to use packing

plant facilities at larger volumes with greater efficiency should be

analyzed. The new technology of presorting and presizing offers the

possibility of improving the efficiency of plant handling of apples

in the grading, sizing, packaging, and storage functions.



TABTP I

NUMBER AND STORAGE cAPAcITya OF APPTF PACKING
PLANTS IN NORTH CENTRAL WASHINGTONb

10

aCapacity measured in packed boxes of 42 pounds of apples.

bjume 1966, records of the Washington Growers Clearing House
Association, Inc., Wenatchee, Washington.

Definition of Temns

In an effort to avoid repetition and provide for common under-

standing between the reader and author, some frequently used terms

are defined. It will become evident that the meanings of some of

these terms are somewhat unique to the apple industry.

Apple packing and storage plants are multiphased business units

in the sense that each plant usually performs several operations.

The more coniinon operations include receiving field-n.m apples from

orchards and placing them in storage, packing for market by pro-

cessing over an apple packing line, market season storage, selling,

loading for shipment to market, and general administrative functions

(14, p. 6-9). Many plants perform other functions such as orchard

Storage Capacity
(thousand boxes)

Number of Plants Total Storage Capacity
(thousand boxes)

49 or less 34 666
50 to 99 23 1 '71_L, fL
100 to 199 17 2,347
200to 299 19 4,300
300 or more 24 11,795

Total 117 20,819
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supply handling, and professional advisory services. The term

Ttp1antI is used in referring to this general business unit.

An apple packing line is a continuous process involving several

functions. Generally these functions include bringing apples from

storage, dumping from field containers for introduction onto the line,

trash and small apple elimination, washing, treating, polishing,

sorting into two or three grades, exact sizing, placing in shipping

containers, marking and weighing filled containers, lidding, and

returning to storage (12, p.5 for complete diagram). In the process

cull apples are eliminated from the line and returned to storage for

shipping to by-product plants. The term "packing line' is use.d in

referring to this process or plant phase.

Two technologies or groupings of techniques for performing the

normal functions of the packing line are to be compared. The first

grouping of techniques will be referred to as the "standard

technology". This is represented by a sample of packing lines as

these lines presently perform this marketing function. The second

or alternative technology, referred to as the "new technology",

includes presorting (grading) and presizing field-run apples before

they are introduced into the packing line. The basic difference in

the two technologies is the nature of the product (apples) introduced

into the process. In the standard technology only field-run apples

are introduced into the packing line. In the new technology a new

process is introduced. The 50 per cent of the field-run apples with

the lowest market quality of grades and sizes are presorted with
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five per cent error and presized into four size groups. Presorted

and presized apples are returned to bulk bin containers and then to

storage. Apples introduced into the packing line in an operating

season consist of the 50 per cent of the field-run apples of the

highest quality and the 50 per cent presorted and presized.

The annual period of operation for the packing line will be

referred to as a seasonu. The total volume of product from a crop

year to be processed and the rate of product output determine the

season of operation.

Direct operating inputs are the sources of costs to be compared.

These are referred to as 1operating inputs1 and include machinery

and equipment (durables) and labor, utilities, and consumed supplies

(variables). Operating inputs do not include products (apples) that

are being processed.

The Problem

Typical of many fresh food items sold in national markets, the

cost of marketing fresh apples is closely related to production costs

and producer prices. Table 2 illustrates the grower price and market-

ing margins by major category for Washington Delicious apples in two

major markets. The table illustrates that production-point marketing

margins or costs of packing, storage, and selling accounted for 23

to 27 per cent of the total margin for the period 1956 through 1960

in the two markets. Packing and storage margins accounted for 17 to

22 per cent of the total retail price of apples in the same period.
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WASHINGTON DELICIOUS APPLES: PRICES AND MARNETING
MARGINS TO CHICAGO AND NEW YORK MARKNTS PER CARTONa

BY SEASONSb

13

aFiberboa carton, gross weight 46 pounds, net weight 42 pounds.

bVictor G. Ediiian, Agricultural Economist, Marketing Economics
Division, Economic Research Service, USDA, Prices and Marketing
Margins for Washington Delicious Apples Sold in Chicago and New York
City 1956-61, Marketing Research Report No. 586, February 1963,
p. 4-5.

Item 1956-57 1957-58 1958-59 1959-60 1960-61

Chicago

Grower Price 3.28 .77 1.23 1.95 2.84

Marketing Margins

Packing 1.34 1.34 1.35 1.40 1.40
Storage .32 .32 .32 .31 .31
Transportation .90 .98 .91 .90 .91
Terminal charges .21 .16 .19 .21 .23
Wholesale-retail 3.54 4.14 3.74 4.24 5.57

Total Margin 6.31 6.94 6.51 7.06 6.42

Retail Price 9.59 7.71 7.74 9.01 9.26

New York

Grower Price 3.20 .92 1.35 2.16 2.35

Marketing Margins

Packing 1.34 1.34 1.35 1.39 1.39
Storage .32 .32 .32 .32 .32
Transportation 1.06 1.15 1.12 1.12 1.12
Terminal Charges .21 .17 .24 .26 .27
Wholesale-retail 3.lO 3.65 3.12 3.68 4.20

Total Margin 6.03 6.63 6.15 6.77 7.30

Retail Price 9.23 7.55 7.50 8.93 9.65
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These costs associated with plant operation are substantial, and they

are one part 0± the marketing margin over which apple producers have

some direct control through their cooperative plants or selection of

a private plant to handle their crop.

Another approach to estimating the size of apple packing and

storage margins can be made through the price reports of the

Statistical Reporting Service of the United States Department of

Agriculture. This agency compiles annual packing-house-door prices

(net prices to the grower) and FOB prices. The difference between

these two prices represents the cost of packing, storag and selling.

During the last several years this difference has been $2.00 per

48-pound box. For Washington's 42-pound box this 48-pound cost

differential of $2.00 reduces to $1.75. This production-point market-

ing margin is comparable to the margins illustrated in Table 2.

These costs have shown a tendency to rise gradually since 1960.

The report of the National Commission on Food Marketing indicates

that Washington Delicious apples had a total marketing margin of

$8.04 per 42-pound carton in 1965 (28, p.48). This total marketing

margin is compared to an average in the New York and Chicago markets

of $6.91 in 1959-60 and 6.86 in 1960-61. Production-point market

costs (including packing, storing, and selling) were compiled by the

Washington Growers' Clearing House Association from industry records

in the North Central Washington area for the 1965 crop year. The

total production-point marketing margin of $1.85 per 42-pound carton

was up substantially from the 1.71 in 1959-61.



As stated earlier, the specific purpose of this study is to

compare the relative efficiency of two alternative technologies and

to derive cost estimates for the particular phase of plant operation

involving these technologies. The scope of the study is limited to

the operations of grading, sizing, and packaging fresh apples. This

is only one phase of a multiphased operation performed by apple

plants at the point of production in the fresh apple industry of

North Central Washington.

The standard technology is the current procedure used by the

fresh apple industry in Washington. The following highly simplified

diagram of a packing line illustrates the integrated continuous

nature of this operation.2

Sorting Sizing

A Simplified diagram of a Packing Line

15

The new technology introduces a new process in the form of

presorting and presizing. The development of equipment and pro-

cedure to provide the commercial capability of performing the new

technology has been the subject of research for at least ten years.

2See Appendix 1, page 57, for a description of symbols used in
the diagram.



Prototype equipment capable of processing commercial volumes of

apples without affecting product quality has been constructed and

laboratory tested. The following diagram illustrates the additional

process of presorting and presizing that would be added to the

standard technology. The integration of the two would create the

new technology.

Pre- Pre
sorting sizing

A Simplified Diagram of a
Presorting and Presizing Line

16

The costs to be compared are limited to those costs of the

one phase of market preparation that may be affected by the new

technology. These are not the total costs of grading, sizing, and

packaging fresh apples. Other costs ol' marketing not affected by

this new technology, such as direct per unit cost of materials that

are included in the finished product and piece-rate packing costs

as well as allocated costs of land, buildings, and administration,

could be added to these costs for estimating total per unit costs

of output.

The new technology of presorDing and presizing the input pro-

duct could result in an improved rate of output for the packing line.

Increased output per unit of time with relatively little change in
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continuous line input costs would result in reduced costs per unit of

output. It is essential to estimate these potential cost savings as

well as to estimate the added cost of performing presorting and pre-

sizing operations to compare relative costs.

However, cost reduction or savings per unit of output in this

specific phase of marketing fresh apples is not assumed to be the

primary advantage of this new technology. Improved flexibility in

merchandising and potential cost savings in other phases of the

marketing process are assumed to be the major values of this new

technology. Saving of storage space and the improvement of efficiency

in future prepackaging operations are other possible values of the

application of the new technology. However, estimates of the values

of these benefits are beyond the scope of this study.



CHAPTER TI

THODOLCGICAL FRJJVP WORK

Theoretical Framework and Past Research

Cost and efficiency studies of processing plants are based on

elaborations and modifications of the conventional economic theory

of production. The kind of elaborations that may be needed are

suggested by an examination of the way particular plants are operated.

Apple plants integrate several operating phases. Uncontrollable and

partiafly controllable institutional factors place limits on the

operation of the plant and its various phases.

The problem of measuring and comparing costs may be approached

in a number of different ways. The most appropriate method will

depend upon the specific objectives of the study and upon the re-

sources available for carrying out the research. If the objectives

are broad and the resources limited, careful analysis of average costs

based on accoimting records may give a useful approximation of

economies of scale and variations in relative efficiency among plants.

On the other hand, the development of improved methods of performing

particular operations or operational phases within a plant may require

a more detailed analysis.

French, Samniet, and Bressler (13, p. 543-592) have developed a

methodology for an economic-engineering approach to the study of costs

and efficiency within agricultural processing plants. This paper

18
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provides a theoretical framework for such studies based on elaborations

and modifications of the conventional economic theory of production.

The discussion of the nature of plant operations suggests a need for

four important modifications or elaborations of the conventional

economic theory of production. These modifications stress the time

dimension in output variation, plant segmentation involving the use

of many identical machines, continuous variation in rates of output,

and multiple-stage plants.

Most economic studies of apple plants have been directed toward

establishing the economies of size in these plants. Accounting

records are the major source of data for developing economic models

to deteiine relative economies of plant size. Size is usually

measured by the capacity of the storage and packing facilities to

handle apples.

These studies of economies of size in apple plants have con-

sistently shown that the average overall cost per unit of product

handled declined until the seasonal output capacity reached approx-

imately 400,000 boxes of apples (12, p.4; 17, p.9; 22, p.43). There

is some indication of possible additional economies of plant size at

volumes higher than 400,000 boxes, but this has not been well estab-

lished, and indications are that costs do not decline as rapidly

above this quantity. There have been few plants with annual volumes

above 400,000 boxes to provide a basis for measured comparison.

Hunter, Kefer, and Meyer (16, p. 3-6) studied the sorting table

as a part of the packing line. Their interest was largely in
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evaluating different types of sorting tables in relation to the pro-

ductivity rate. They state that the major factors influencing the

rate of flow of apples over the sorting table were (1) te of sorting

table, (2) quality of fruit, (3) size of fruit, (4) physical capacity

of workers, and (5) management factors. Two other factors were men-

tioned, namely, the number of grades into which the apples were sorted

and the ease with which the apples may be visually inspected. They

report a marked decrease in volume of apples handled as the percentage

of apples unsuitable for the fresh pack increased in the field-mm

input.

Franklin (11, p.94-95), in an analysis of records from ten

packing plants in Central Washington for the 1964 crop season, came

to the following conclusions:

The variation in rate of flow from lot to lot of apples

within a packing house is great. The fact that such variance

occurs suggests the possibility of discovering those conditions

which make for more rapid operation together with lower per unit

costs. Most of the packing lines included in this study can

operate more than one-third faster if they operate near the upper

range of what the report showed to be possible.

The packing lines operate at a definitely slower rate when

the Golden Delicious variety is being packed than when the other

varieties are being handled. Data were insufficient to indicate

whether differences in packing rate in other varieties were great

enough to be significant.
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Although there were some apparent exceptions, small apple

size generally reduced the rate of flow of apples over the

packing line. The degree of change and rate of flow as the size

of apples change varies greatly among packing lines.

The response of packing lines to change in percentage of

low grade fruit is inconsistent. In some cases increasing the

percentage of low grade fruit reduces the rate of flow (measured

in boxes of input), and in others an increase in the proportion

of low grade fruit results in faster operation.

The proportions of extra fancy versus fancy grades of fruit

may influence rate of operation on some lines.

Additionally important and perhaps unoma variables are

apparently affecting the rate of flow over the apple packing

lines.

It appears that the dissimilarities between packing lines

are too great to permit generalization mith respect to the

specific relationships between rate of flow and the determinants

of rate of flow.

This analysis compares the relative costs of packing lines mith

the application of the two technologies. Average operating input

costs per unit of output are used as a basis for cost comparisons.

Records that permit cost measurement of this specific phase of plant

operation are not available. It is, therefore, essential to estimate

costs associated with the two technologies as accurately as possible.
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Since the new technology adds a new process as an adjunct to the

standard technology, effects of the new process on the operating

efficiency of the standard technology are analyzed and included in

the cost estimates. Operating cost differences of the two technologies

are compared on individual packing lines to measure possible dif-

ferences among packing lines. The average cost difference of the

representative sample of four packing lines is used as a measure of

the cost difference for large plants.

To reduce the number of variations to be considered to manageable

proportions, the following assumptions are used:

Operating procedures on packing lines are represented by the

1965-1966 operating season and will be used as standard pro-

cedures for future seasons.

It is assumed that variations in quality factors of grades

and sizes of the input product in future seasons will be siini-

lar to those observed during the 1965-1966 season.

Any future changes in costs of operating inputs will be

relatively proportional so that the percentage of total

operating input cost of any major cost factor such as machinery,

labor, or utilities will be the same as the percentage measured

in the 1965-1966 season.

One plant size is used -- a total seasonal capacity of

400,000 boxes of field-run apples. However, two additional

levels of total annual volume are introduced to represent

variations in seasons.



Description of I4ethodology tJsed in This Study

Detailed descriptions in the form of process flow charts and cost

data were prepared for four different packing lines (1, p. 40-73; 12,

p. 592-599). This economic-engineering approach was taken in order to

observe and record the functional phases that constitute a standard

method of packing line operation. Recording performance data in

detail by function and accumulating costs by function permitted more

precise information on operating technologies and costs of operating

packing lines.

Determining costs by function within the packing line permitted

the integration of some of these functions into the alternative

operating procedures with the new technology. Observation and

measurement of operating capacity by function aided in providing a

more reliable interpretation of statistical analysis of relationships

between quality of input product and rate of output. Current account-

ing methods used by plants in North Central Washington do not provide

cost data which would permit establishing the cost of packaging apples

on individual lines with measurable operating time and product output

comparisons. Research data that would provide this type of cost in-

formation were not available.

From records of each plant, standard shifts (time periods) of

operation were established. Operating shifts used were those in which

each line processed Red Delicious apples for a full eight-hour shift

with no recorded interruptions. The output data for each of these

standard operating shifts included total packed boxes and packed boxes

23
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by grade, size, loose boxes of small apples, and cull apples. The

volume of total packed boxes of apples produced in an eight-hour

operating shift is the basic unit of operation.3

Equipment description and functional use was obtained and re-

corded by personal observation and from interviews with operating

personnel in each plant. Equipment costs are based on 1965 replace-

ment costs, including delivery and installation, and were provided

by equipment manufacturers or their representatives. The costs of

presorting and presizing equipment currently in the prototype state

of manufacture were estimated by builders of the prototype

equipment (4, p. 3-14).

Labor requirements and costs were obtained for the observed

standard operating shifts. Data were obtained from interviews with

supervisory personnel and from plant records. Labor costs were based

on 1965 season wages and salaries, social security and industrial

insurance, and medical and accident insurance. Labor use and costs

for that portion of the new technology involving presorting and pre-

sizing are estimates based on similar functions in standard packing

lines.

Quantities and costs of consumed supplies and utilities were

obtained from plant records and from average-use estimates provided

by suppliers. Consumed supplies are materials used in the operation

3me basic eight-hour day is actually 7.5 hours of operating

time with two 15-minute 'breaks for coffee and a lunch hour in the

middle of the eight-hour period. The entire operation stops during

the break periods and the lunch period.
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of a packing line and not an identified part of the output product.

Examples of consumed supplies are lubricating oil, fungicidal

chemicals, coffee, and disposable cups.

Fire and property damage insurance cssts are median averages of

premium rates based on values as estimated by insurance companies.

Property taxes are also median averages for the area obtained from

county assessors.

Cost of capital is represented by a shn per cent interest rate

applied to the total operating input costs. This is a median rate

based on interviews th management of financial institutions that

provide both long-term investment and short-tent operating capital

for these plants.

Costs of land, buildings, and general administration were not

included in the analysis. The two technologies do not significantly

affect these costs. yost plants have adecate land or building space

for application of the new technology. Plants mithout adequate land

or buildings would need to consider these as additional requirements

in their specific situation. Direct per unit costs of output, such

as cost of packaging materials and piece rate per unit of packing,

were not included; These costs would not be affected by the applica-

tion of either technique.

A judgment sample 0f four packing lines was used for two reasons:

(1) These four packing lines represent the major differences in

techniques applied in this phase of plant operation. The major dif-

ferences in equipment used in standard packing lines are: one or two
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sorting tables per line, size and capacity of sizing unit, size of

packing tubs, and optional capacity for removing small size fruits.

(2) Time required to perform detailed economic-engineering analysis

and input-output analysis for each line limited the number of lines

that could be studied.

The judgment sample was selected on the basis of representative

plants with seasonal capacities of 250,000 boxes or more. Thirty

plants with volumes of 250,000 boxes or more were visited to observe

packing line functions.

Average costs of operating a packing line for an eight-hour shift

were calculated. Average costs per unit of output (packed box with

42 pounds of apples) were derived by relating the number of boxes of

output and the average cost of line operation for a standard eight-

hour shift. Variations in the average cost per unit of output in

standard operating shifts on a given line are the result of variations

in rate of output and total seasonal output.

Grades and sizes of apples as related to rate of output were

statistically analyzed. Correlation coefficients of percentage change

in cull grade plus fancy grade and rate of output were determined for

each packing line and for the four lines combined. Correlation co-

efficients for size indexes and rate of output for each line and for

the combined lines were also determined. Multiple correlation coeffi-

cients relating the percentage of the two grades and size indexes to

rate of output were calculated. The percentage of the cull grade is

based upon input volume, since culls are removed in the process. The
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percentage of the fancy grade is based on output volume, since this

grade is a portion of the outp .
The size index was a weighted

average number of apples required to make up each unit of output.

The presorting and presizing function added to the standard

packing line would change the input product. Analysis of statistical

relationships between the quality and sizes of fruit and the rate of

output, along with recorded observations of packing line operation by

functional stages, were used to determine possible improved efficiency.

On the basis of these measurements, estimated efficiencies were intro-

duced into the standard packing line in calculating cost relationships

for the two technologies.

In all industry plants a limiting factor on packing line operation

is the total volume of product available for processing in a given

season. Plant storage capacity also limits the total volume of product

processed. Uncontrollable weather conditions in a growing season cause

unpredictable variations in the total seasonal volume. As a basis for

economic model building, a standard plant input volume of 400,000

boxes (35 pounds of fruit per box) was used. This is equivalent to

16,471 pallet bins, each containing 5O pounds of apples. All apples

are harvested in bins; however, in plant records volume in bins is

converted to loose field box equivalents (35 pounds of fruit per box).

This unit of input is used in recording input volumes and is also

used to record culls or processing grade output on packing lines.

Variable volumes of raw product input represent unpredictable

variations caused by seasonal growing conditions. Volumes of 300,000
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boxes and 500,000 boxes are introduced into the economic models to

allow for cost differences caused by these flumations (32, p.29).

Variations in rates of outp per standard eight-hour shift are due

to relative efficiencies oi the two technologies. Differences in

average costs per imit of output among models are due to variations

in both rate of output per standard shift and in length of seasonal

operation.



CHAFTER III

EIRCAL ixCULTS

Costs Associated with th. udard Technology

Process charts and cost data were developed and used in cohnina-

tion with packing line operating records to develop operating and

cost models for each of the four lines (see Appendix 1 for an example

of the analysis used on each packing line). Average costs of operating

inputs per unit of output were used as a basis for comparison. Table 3

is an example of one operating and cost model for a standard packing

line.

Seasonal output volume (200,000 boxes in Table 3) is derived by

applying an apple industry anput-output conversion ratio of 70 per

cent of the input to output. In the example in Table 3, an average

of 15 per cent of the input of 400,000 boxes were culls One per

cent of the input was eliminated small apples. The remaining 336,000

boxes of field-rim apples with 35 pounds of aples each were packaged

for the fresh market. This volume is then packaged in 42-pound units

of output product. The conversion resulted in 280,000 boxes of

output (42-pound boxes).

The operating and cost models were developed by accumulating

costs of operation for each function of the packing line. These

functional costs were derived from the process charts and cost data

records (Appendix 1). The cost accumulation and summary for each

29
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OPETG & COST NOBEL - FSH PTF GDING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Technology Standard Technology, Packing Line 1

Input1 400,000 Output2 280,000

1Field-run boxes vith 35 pounds of apples.

2Packed boxes dth 42 pounds of apples.

3Season Fixed Costs of machinery and ecjuipment.

4Standard 8-hour operating shifts required to process assumed
input volume.

5Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift.

6Season Variable Costs of labor, utilities, and consued supplies.

7Total Costs of machinery, labor, utilities, and used supplies
per 8-hour operating shift -- operating inputs.

8Average Output (42-pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating shift
based on assumed input volume and apple industry input-output
conversion ratios.

9Average Costs per unit of output.

Function SFC3 Shifts4

ASFC5
per

Shift

SVC6 TO7
per per

Shift 1 Shift
Average
Output8

AC
Unit9

r

1. Dumping $1,528.67 137 Sll.l6 $ 46.71 $ 57.87 2042 $.028

2. Brushing 599.79 137 4.38 7.69 12.07 2042 .006

3. Sorting 431.99 137 3.15 147.18 150.33 2042 .074

4. Sizing 730.81 137 5.33 8.19 13.52 2042 .007

5. Packg 781.90 137 5.71 43.38 49.09 2042 .024

6 Lidding 1,168 71 137 8 53 32 87 41 40 2042 020

Total $5,241 87 838 26 $286 02 $324 28 S 159
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operating function includes seasonal fixed costs of equipment and

machinery and seasonal variable costs of labor, utilities, and con-

sumed supplies. Seasonal fixed costs for each function were divided

by the number of operating shifts required to process a given seasonal

output (280,000 boxes in the example) with an average rate of output

for the packing line (2,042 boxes in the example) to calculate an

average seasonal fixed cost for a standard shift. Seasonal variable

costs were assumed to be fixed for each shift since the operating

inputs would not usually be changed during this short period. The

average seasonal fixed cost for each operating shift plus the average

seasonal variable cost for each operation shift results in the total

operating input cost for each function for each operating shift. This

operating input cost divided by the average output for a shift results

in an average cost for each unit of output. Average costs for each

unit of output for all functions were added to obtain an average

packing line operating input cost per unit of output.

Twelve operating and cost models were developed, three models

for each of the four packing lines (Appendix 2). Each of the three

models for a packing line represents a different volume of total

seasonal product output, 210,000 boxes; 20,000 boxes; and 350,000

boxes.

Each packing line integrated variable combinations of operating

inputs to perform similar functions. A great deal of variation

existed in rates of output among lines (Appendix 3). The highest

average rate of output of 3,879 boxes per eight-hour shift is nearly
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twice the lowest average rate of 2,042 boxes. With fixed volumes of

seasonal output, average costs per unit of output did not vary pro-

portionately with rates of output. Chart 2 suumarizes the average

costs per unit of output for the four lines.

Chart 2 shows declining average costs per unit of output with

increasing seasonal output volume for each packing line. Average

seasonal fixed costs for each unit of output decline because larger

seasonal volumes increase the number of operating shifts. The rate

of decline associated with increasing total seasonal output volume

varies among packing lines. These variations are caused by differences

in the proportion of total average operating input cost per shift re-

lated to average seasonal fixed costs per shift. For example, with

an increase in seasonal output from 210,000 boxes to 30,000 boxes,

packing line one had a decline in average operating input cost for

each unit of output of $ .011 compared to $ .029 for packing line two.

Average seasonal fixed cost per shift as a percentage of total

operating input cost per shift at 20,000 box seasonal output is 12

per cent for packing line one and 30 per cent for packing line two.

Average operating input costs for each unit of output vary among

the lines for the three seasonal output volumes. These different

cost levels for each packing line illustrate differences in cost

efficiency among the lines. Efficiency in this case is the relation-

ship of total average operating input costs to the rate of output.

Most of the plants studied operate in the lower range of these

seasonal volumes with between 300,000 and 400,000 boxes of seasonal
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capacity. Due to the potential increase in production discussed in

the first chapter, these plants could be near the higher assumed

volume of 500,000 boxes in three to five years. This range in volume

is also representative of likely interseasonal variations due to the

effects of weather on apple set and growbh.

Four lines were selected on a judgment basis as a sample repre-

sentative of packing lines currently used by larger plants in the

industry. Average costs per unit of output of the four lines are

used as an industry average cost for the standard technology (Table 6).

Costs Associated with the New Technology

Costs of performing the presorting and presizing process were

estimated by developing operating and cost models (Table 4). The

basis for these models is process chart and cost data analysis similar

to that used in analyzing standard packing lines. Equipment costs,

however, are engineering estimates. Labor, utility, and supply re-

quirements are estimates based on similar functions in standard

packing lines. Labor, utility, and supply costs are the averages of

the four standard lines where similar operations are performed

(Appendix 1).

The new technology is based on presorting and presizing some

proportion of the field-run apples prior to their introduction to

the packing line. Presorting and presizing all of a 400,000-box

seasonal input would result in an increased cost of $ .07 per box

of output (Appendix 2). However, past research, as cited in Chapter

II, reports some relationship between rate of packing line output
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OPERATING & COST MODEL - FRASH APPTH GHADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Technology Presorting and Presizing Line

Thput1 200,000 Output2 1)O,OOO

1Field-run boxes th 35 pounds of apples.

2Packed boxes dth 42 pounds of apples.

3Season Fixed Costs of machinery and equipment.

4Standärd 8-hour operating shifts required to process assumed
input volume.

5Average Season Fixed Costs per s-hour operating shift.

6Season Variable Costs of labor, utilities and consumed supplies
assumed to be fixed costs per 8-hour operating shift.

7Total Costs of machinery, labor, utilities andused supplies
per 8-hour operating shift -- operating inputs.

8Average Output (42-pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating
shift based on assumed input volume and apple industry input-output
conversion ratios.

9Average costs per unit of output.

Function SFC3 Shifts4

ASFC5
per

Shift

SVC6
per

Shift

TC7
per JAverage

Shift Output
AC
Unit9

1. Dumping 31,732.00 40 $43.30 $ 39.16 $ 2.46 3500 $.024

2. Brushing 1,246.00 40 31.15 4. 36.04 3500 .010

3. Sorting 1,262.30 40 31.56 102.93 134.49 3500 .03

4. Sizing 1,543.50 40 3.59 l7.7 56.46 3500 .016

5. Packing 1,761.00 40 44.02 l2.6 56.7O 3500 .016

Total 7, 544. 1B.62 $177.53 $366.15 105
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and quality of the field-run input apples. liajor quality factors

related to packing line operation were identified in the process

analysis (Appendix 1). Plant operating records for each standard

operating shift, including major quality factors of per cent cull

grade, per cent fancy grade, and apple size were recorded (Appendix 3).

The relationship of these quality factors and rate of product output

were statistically analyzed to determine if higher percentages of

these lower grades and relatively smaller apples were related to

lower rates of output. Statistical coefficients of determination

and corresponding significance levels are recorded in Table 5 for

each of the four packing lines. Coefficients of determination show

the relative proportion of the variation in rate of output that can

be explained by varying percentages of the two lower grades, apple

sizes and the combination of the two quality factors. Each packing

line shows some relationship between varying proportions of these

quality factors and rate of output. Significance levels show the

chance of error related to the application of each relationship. The

multiple coefficient of determination for these two quality factors

and rate of output for the combined lines is .466, and it is statis-

tically significant at a level of 5 to 10 per cent. Regression co-

efficients are consistently negative for each quality factor and rate

of product output on each packing line and the combined packing lines.

These results suggest a relationship of increasing percentages of

lower grades and proportions of small apples to reduced rates of
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output. These statistical correlations indicate the 'goodness of fit"

of the relationships between the variables in a statistical sense,

but they do not show causal relationships.

TABTN 5

COEFFIC i:NTS OF DETERMINATION AND SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS
OF ANPTE QUALITY AND RMTE OF OUTPUT

Packing Correlation Sig. Correlation Sig . Multiple
Line of % Culls Level of Apple Leve1 Correlation

Plus % Fancy (t) Size Index (t) of % Grades
to Rate of to Rate of & Size Index

Output Output to Output
(r2) (r2) (R2)

2

Sig.

Level
()

1% .021 5-10% .465 1%

5-10% .477 ±% .510 1%

.237 1-5% .419 1%

1% .540 1% .706 1%

Process chart and operating record analysis (Appendix 3) showed

a negative relationship between the percentage of low grades and

smaller apples and rates of output. Direct supervisory personnel

stated that two to four sorters were maintained on the packing line

to improve the output of lower-quality batches of apples.

The operating capacity of the sorting function was the lowest

of all functions on each of the four packing lines. Apples of the

two lower grades were individually removed from the sorting table and

placed in a different location in the sorting function. Increasing

numbers of apples in these grades required sorters to change the
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location of proportionally more apples. Proportionally smaller sized

apples, with a constant percentage in each grade, required the relo-

cation of increasing numbers of apples in order to maintain an equal

rate of output (42-pound box). Analyses of operating records of the

four packing lines (Appendix 3) show that in general the lower 50

per cent of rates of output are associated with higher percentages

of the two lower grades and smaller apples. Process chart and

operating record analyses indicate a causal relationship between

higher proportions of the two lower grades and relatively smaller

apples and lower rates of output.

Presorting and presizing would result in five per cent or less

of the cull grade in the input product. It would result in more

uniform batches of other grades and sizes for processing on a packing

line. Processing of the fancy grade with a small percentage, five

per cent or less, of the first grade (extra fancy) would be changed

in the sorting function so that individual apples in the first grade

would be relocated instead of apples of the fancy grade. The re-

sulting input product for a packing line would be more unifona in

proportion of apple grades and sizes than any input product found

in the operating records of the four lines. The percentage of apple

grades that required relocation by individual apple in the sorbing

function would be less than those found in any input product of the

four packing lines. With these changes of the input product, which

are beyond the range of operating records of the four packing lines,

it is not possible to predict the precise effect on rate of output

of a packing line.
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Based on these analyses, it is assumed that presorting and pre-

sizing the portion of the total seasonal volume equivalent to 50 per

cent of the output would increase all four packing lines! average

seasonal rates of product output. An additional assumption is that

the 50 per cent of the volume presorted and. presized would be that

portion with the lowest quality. It is also assumed that this pre-

sorting and presizing operation would result in the average rate of

output per shift becoming equal to the average of the higher 50 per

cent of measured operating records.

A standard packing line operation following presorting and pre-

sizing of the input product should become more efficient as a result

of the greater unifority of the input product. Th addition to

increasing the average rate of output per shift, as discussed in the

previous paragraphs, efficiencies in the sorting function, allocated

maintenance costs, and allocated direct supervision costs are in-

cluded in the analysis (Appendix 1). Two sorters (labor) are elimi-

nated from each line since they were maintained under the standard

technology to aid in improving the flow of lower quality apples. The

proportion of allocated maintenance and direct supervision costs re-

quired for the presorting and presizing function were deleted from

standard line costs since these operations can be performed by the

same personnel using the same equipment as originally included in the

standard technology.



Cost Comparison of Two Technologies

Operating and cost models were developed for each line (see

Appendix 2 for samples of cost models of each line for both the

standard technology and the new technology). These models provide

the average cost per unit of output of the new technology for com-

parison with average costs of the standard technology for each line

(Table 6). Average costs per unit of output for the four lines are

used to represent an industry average in Table 6.

Average costs per unit of output for packing line operation

would be increased by an average of 13 per cent by adopting the new

technology. This is an average increase of the four lines with

three input volumes (Table 6). The range in average increase in

costs for the three levels of seasonal output volume would be from

11 per cent for the highest volume to 16 per cent for the lowest

volume. Increase in the production-point marketing margin of $l.4

(31, p. 103-106) per unit of output would be about one per cent.

The packing lines vary in their response to the new technology.

The average operating input costs for the two technologies on each

packing line for the three seasonal output volumes are shown in

Chart 3. Additional costs associated with the application of the

new technology are the least for packing line four and the most for

packing line two. These differences in average cost increases for

each seasonal output volume are inverse relationships caused by

differences in the rate of product output associated with the new

technology. Packing line four had an increase of 15 per cent in

40
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rate of output associated th the application of the new technology

and the lowest average cost increase for the four packing lines.

Packing line two had an increase of 9 per cent in rate of output and

the highest average cost increase. Packing lines one and three had

average rate of output increases of 12 per cent and 14 per cent th

proportionate inverse average cost increases.

Outnut Volume
(42-sound boxes)

Packing Standard
Line Technology

Standard
Technology Difference

350,000 1 $ .164 $ .180 ± $ .016
2 .162 .192 + .030

3 .162 .198 + .016

4 .189 .202 + .013

Average $ 174 193 $ 0±9

280,000 1 $ 168 $ 188 m $ 020

2 .173 .208 + .035

3 . 192 . 213 H- . 021

4 .197 .215 + .018

Average $ 183 $ 206 $ 024

210,000 1 $ 175 $ 205 ± $ 030
2 .190 .235 + .045

3 .209 .240 + .031

4 .210 .238 + .028

Average $ .196 $ .230 ± $ .034

TABLE 6 41

C0ARATIVE COSTS OF T TNO TBCHN0L0GS
(AVERAGE COST PER UNIT OF OUTPUT)
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COARATIVE COSTS OF THE TWO TECHEOLOG H:S
FOR EACH PACKING LINE

(AVERAGE COST PER UNIT OF OUTPUT)
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Cost differences between tho two technologies increased as the

seasonal output volume decreased for each packing line. This is

caused by different proportions of average seasonal fixed costs per

shift and total average costs per shift. This is the same relation-

ship as that discussed previously imder costs associated with the

standard technology. Operating and cost models for presorting and

presizing (Appendc 2) show that the proportion of average seasonal

fixed costs as a part of total average input costs is greater than

any packing line. As seasonal output volume declines, fewer operating

shifts cause a more rapid increase in average seasonal fixed costs

per shift for presorting and presizing as compared to the standard

technology.



CHAPTER IV

SU1ARY AND MARHAT 0RNTATI0N

The additional cost of operating inputs associated with use of

the new technology is approximately $ .025 for each 42-pound box of

fresh market apple output of representative packing lines. This ad-

ditional cost is only 1.33 per cent of the $l.4 (31, p. 103-106)

production-point marketing margin.

The range of additional costs associated with the new technology

is from $ .015 to $ .045 per unit of output. This range is due to

the relative operating efficiencies of different packing lines and

total seasonal volume of product output. This range varies from

1.0 per cent to 2.5 per dent of the $l.4 production-point marketing

margin.

Although theyare relatively small, there are additional costs

associated with the application of the new technology. If the value

of the new technology is confined to the packing line phase of plant

operations, it is not as econoxically efficient as the standard

technology. However, as stated in the description of the problem,

the greatest values of the new technology would likely come in other

phases of marketing, including the greater selectivity of grades,

size groups, and packaging methods during the twelve-month marketing

season, and savings in storage space.

The author Imows of no research reference or apple industry

analysis indicating the benefits that could be derived from greater

44
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selectivity during the market season. However, interviews th major

selling organization leaders at the point of production indicate

their strong feeling regarding this possibility. Industry repre-

sentatives state that in view of the increased trend to consumer

packaging, packing on order of the buyer, and the continuing trend

toward mixed-car shipments, it would appear desirable to presort and

presize some apples. These representatives state that the present

standard packaging and grading lines require packaging large volumes

of certain grades and sizes. In many instances the type of container

desired by the market is not irnown at the time the fruit is placed on

the continuous packing line. As the market season progresses there

are opportunities to sell selected grades and sizes in different

types of containers which are not available at the time. This lack

of flexibility in packaging has in the past caused the loss of sales

which would have been to the advantage of the fruit producer and his

marketing organization.

Presorting and presizing of apples that are returned to storage

in bins offers an opportunity to save storage space and therefore

costs of storage. Approximately 20 per cent more fruit by weight

can be stored in the caine storage space in bins as compared to storing

in finished packed boxes placed on pallets (Th, p. iv summary). This

offers an efficiency in use of present refrigerated storage space. A

plant confronted dth increasing seasonal volume and fixed storage

capacity would likely find cost savings as the result of the applica-

tion of this new technology. For example, a plant mith 300,000 box
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storage capacity and a potential for increase to 400,000 boxes of

seasonal volume must examine the need for new storage capacity.

Refrigerated apple storages have be constructed and operated for

an annual cost of $ .26 (31, p. 103-106) per 42-pound box of apples.

A new 100,000 box storage would result in an annual average cost of

S26,000. Construction of a new 100,000 box storage is one alternative.

A second alternative is to presort and presize 50 per cent of the

input volume which would result in an average of 15 per cent of

200,000 boxes or 30,000 boxes of the cull grade which could be di-

verted directly to processing. A 20 per cent saving in storage space

requirement for the remaining 170,000 boxes of presorted and presized

apples would increase capacity of the storage by 34,000 boxes. Ad-

ditional costs per unit of output of .025 per box on 20,000 packed

boxes due to the application of the new technology would result in

$7,000 increase in total plant costs. hew storage requirements would

be reduced to a 36,000 box capacity. The annual average cost for new

storage (36,000 x $ .26) would be $t,l60. The total annual average

cost for the second alternative is l5,l60 compared to $26,000 for

the first alternative, or an annual saving of l0,840.

An increasing proportion of the Washington apple crop is placed

in modified atmosphere (C.A.) refrigerated storage. Red Delicious

apples are stored as field-run fruit in bulk bins in C.A. storage.

Presorting would pemnit the removal of approxately 15 per cent of

the normal crop whioh falls into the cull grade. This would increase

the voiume of higher value product that could be placed in C.A.
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storage. C.A. storage costs are approxnately $ .65 per box more

than regular refrigerated storage.4 Placing the higher value product

of both size groups and grades in C.A. storage would peumit more ef-

ficient utilization of this kind of storage. For example, a plant

idth a 50,000-box C.A. storage capacity is placing an average of

7,500 boxes of the cull grade in the C.A. storage (15 per cent). At

S .65 per box this is a storage cost of $4,875. The additional cost

of S .025 per box for applying the new technology would be $1,250 for

the 50,000 boxes in the C.A. storage. This represents a potential

cost saving for plant operation of $3,625 assuming the new technology

is applied to a total seasonal volume of 400,000 boxes.

Research performed by John Powell Nicholes (19) on a specific

storage operation in Michigan showed that the operator could have

expected a net gain over variable costs of $14,234 per year for the

operating years of 1961, 1962, and 1963 from the adoption of a pre-

sorting and sizing system. This conclusion was based on an assumption

that 80 per cent of the utility and cull grades were removed by the

presorting and presizing function and that the cost of performing

this operation was a variable cost of $ .08 per bushel. These results

were based on analysis of one operating unit mith a 100,000 bushel

C.A. storage.

Presorting and presizing of apples could benefit the future

iriarket preparation of fresh apples where consumer packages of varyhng

types are utilized. Summaries of packaging research work performed

4Based on reports of C.A. storage managers for the 1965 season.



by the Agricultural Marketing Service, United States Department of

Agriculture (6, p.3; 10, P. 5-6) include observations that it appears

economically feasible to prepackage high quality apples at point of

shipment provided the additional expenses for packaging materials are

kept at a minimum. A prepackager who planned to market substantial

quantities of prepackaged apples would probably find it advantageous

to use a separate bagging table with a battery of chutes attached in

order to reduce his labor costs in the prepackaging operation. Use

of a separate bagging table would require some sort of pregrading and

pre sizing.

The above examples suggest that there are cost savings for total

plant operation associated with the application of the new technology.

Some major factors affecting the economic value of the new technology

to each plant are: seasonal apple volume, relative efficiency of the

two technologies, relative value of improved storage utilization, ad-

justment to consumer packaging, and new land and building space needed

for its application. Additional packing line operating input costs

associated with integrating this presorting and presizing operation

into higher-volume apple packing plants are low enough to encourage

its application.

This studysuggests several areas for additional research relative

to apple plant operations. Unidentified factors are associated with

some of the variation in the rate of product output on the packing

lines. The sorting function in packing line operation appears to be
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the most liting function relative to rate of product output. Ad-

ditional research directed toward 1proving the rate of product output

could result in nproved economic efficiency in the packing line

phase of plant operation. Additional research involving both the

packaging phase and the storage phase of plant operation could re-

sult in more efficient combination of these two plant operations.

Additional research directed toward measurement of the economic value

of greater merchandising flexibility involving selectivity of apple

grades, sizes, and kind of packaging could result in nproved apple

marketing and plant management. Extension of the marketing period

in recent years suggests that research in this area could have

increasing value to apple packing plants.
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PROCESS FLOW CHART AND COST DATA

Job: Fresh apple grading, sizing, and. packaging

Method: Continuous process line with apples placed on fiberpulp or plastic trays in fiber
boxes, boxes lidded, inventoried, and marked

Subject f6llowed: Apples

Diagram begins with: Field run apples in precooling storage in bins (bulk harvest containers with net
capacity of approximately d50 pounds of apples)

Piagram ends with: Graded, Sized, and packaged apples delivered to enhrance of refrigerated storage

Charted by: Richard B. Dartram

Plaul & Location: Packing Line 1, Standard technology

Date: May, 1966

Cost Data: Costs based on 1965 operating season costs

Fixed Costs Per Season include an aflocated straight line depreciation applied. to
all equipment used directly in the continuous process line. Considering use wear,
time wear, and obsolecense a 1Oyear life period is applied to each pièce of
equipment. Fire Insurance premiums and Prope: y Tames are included. Building
Ppace and land costs are not included.

Season Variable Costs include direct labor costs--salaries, Social Security
Insurance, consumed supplies and utilities. These season variable costs are
assumed to be Fixed Costs per dhour shift since they are not usuafly subject to 'i

change during this short period regardless of volume of output. Direct operating
supervision, maintenance, and heating costs arc allocated to functioml stages in
the line operation. General plant administrative costs and direct costs



of packaging material and piece-rate packing labor per )12pound box are not
included.

Cost data is summarized by six (6) functions of the continuous process lines
These functions are likely to respond to the introduction of the new
technology of presorting and presizing apples.

Cost Source: Plant Records, Equipment Manufacturing and Distribution Companies,
Utility Suppliers and Municipal Taxing Agencies



Plant Packin. Line 1 Standard Technolo

COST SUNNARY - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

Function
Fixed Costs
Per Season

Fixed Cost Per
Season By 8-
Hour Shift

Season Variable
To Fixed Costs
Per 8-Hr. Shift

Total Fixed
Costs per 8-
Hour Shift

1. Bring up and dumping S1,528.67 8 14.29 8 46.71 $ 61.00

2. Brushing and Small Fruit Hum: nation 599.79 5.61 7.69 13.30

3. Sorting 43199 4,04 147.18 151,22

4. Sizing 730.81 6.83 8.19 15.02

5. Packing 721.90 7.31 3.38 50.69

6. Stamping, Checking, Weighing & Lidding 1,168.71 10.92 32.87 43.79

TOTAL $5,241.87 848.99 8286.02 8335.01



Operation

Transportation

Inspection

DeJay

D

DEFINITION OF PROCESS SYMBOLS

An operation occurs when an object is intentionally changed in any of its physical
or chemical characteristics, is assembled or disassembled from another object, or
is arranged for another operation, transportation, inspection or storage. An
operation also occurs when information is given or received or when planning or
calculating takes place.

A transportation occurs when an object it moved from one place to another, except
when such movements are a part of the operation or are caused by the operator at
the work station during an operation or an inspection.

An inspection occurs when an object is examined for indentification or is verified
for quality or quanciLy in any of it;s characberistics.

A delay occurs to an object when conditions, except those which intentionally change
the physical or chemical characterisics o the object, do not permit or require
immediate performance of the nexb planned action.

Storage A storage occurs when an object is kep and protecbed against unauthorized removal.

Combined nen ib is desired to show activibies per formed either concurrently or by the same
Actiulty operator at the same work stabion, the symbols for those actimities are combined,

as shomn by the circle placed within the square to represent a combined operation

L.
and inspection.



PROCESS CHART AN]) COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NA Packing Line 1, Standard TechnoloCROP AR 1965 DAYS (0hour) OPERATION 107

Equipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia Man

Refer (24bu. tion requirement Utility
ence bins in T Total in 0 hours dosts per
Number Process Description Equipment 0 hours) A Annual cost 0 hours

in Cold Cost not included

VFruit\ Storage.

) Movo loose apples 2,000 lb. Clark 200+ one $1.60 Gas $ .93
' in bns (24 bu.) lift truck with $3,000.00T per hour for line=

from storages to
head of line 300 to

L.P. gas power $ 300.00A $12.00
salary

$ .46

6o ft. Serves
two lines,

$1,10othe
$13.90

for line

$6.99

2 Bins on dock, stack
sO two high waiting
for placement on
rollers to dumper.

0 200+ 0 0 0

3 fl\ One bin at a time 2,000 lb. Clark 200+ one $1.60 - Gas$ .J6
placed on rollers
to dumper. Serves
two lines,

lift truck with
L.P. gas power

$3,000.00T
S 300.00A

per hour

( time per
line) $6.99



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA -. FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NA Packing Line 1 Standard Technolo CROP AR 5 DAYS (dhour) OPERATION 107

4

2

Re1er-
ence
Number Process

L

/Th

Fruit floats out of
Bin. Fruit moved
into water floata-
tion tubing by water
current. Bin raised
& hand powered onto
empty bin return.

2horse motor serv-
ing 2 lines

$L21TJl:
$13.13

'10

T-nirri n-y. 0 n-rn A, ncrLiIULL'_L JS Oil L ii 15

Bin of fruit lowered
into 5 ft. square
steel tank of water.

1-,r+rnc ii -J----l--
immersion dumper
unit (N.W. Equip.
Co.) powered by one

21)2+ $3, 600 .00T
$ 360.00A

one $1.50
per hour
$12.00
erIary

Kilowatts

3 .20

Equipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia- Nan

'(24bu. tion ecjuirement S Utility
bins in T Total in hours Costs per

Description Equipment 0 hours) A Annual cost hours

Bins move to dumper.
Roller track holds 0
bins.

12 ft. long steel
roller track 4 ft.

wide, roller$ on 3
inch eerIer plus

200+ $05 ,00T

$ 0.50A

0636 00T

0 Kilowatts

$ .20

20 ft. chain1 drive
track 4 ft. wide,
powered by lhorse
electric motor

$ 63.60A
motor driv
$170 .001

S 17.00A



NAEE Packing Line 1, Standard Technology CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (s-hour)

Refer-
ence
Number Process

6

PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Description

Empty bins moved
from dumper onto
rollers & removed
from end of rollers
above lift truck
(Refer. No. 3).

Stacked on dock for
movement to empty
bin storage by fork
lift (Refer. No. 1)

Equipment

packing line vith
one 3horse elect
nc pump for 2
lines & other half
for refrigeration
in storage

50 ft. long side
wheel rollers 40
inches wtde & bins
powered by hand &
gravity

0

Equipment
operating
capacity
(24-bu.
bins in

hours)

200+

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia-
tion
T- Total
A- Annual

Included
with Refer.
No. .5

0

OPERATION_7

Nan
requirement
in hours
& cost

$ .30

Same as
Ref er No.

1, 3 & 5

0

Utility
Costs per

hours

0

0
0

Water from niant
owned well allo-

cated for each

$500,00T
$ 50,00A

0 ilowatts
of 3-horse
motor

.



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

MANE Packing Line 1, Standard Technology CROP YEAR l96 DAYS (s-hour) OPERATION 107

Refer-
enc e

Number,

71 Water current moves
fruit to elevator

Fruit elevated l
inches to brushing
unit.

16 ft. of steel
tubing 4 ft. wide
& 1 ft. deep, 3/4
full of water, -

horse electric
motor powers email
water pump for
water current

Mold retardant chem-
icalDecasol

Man
requirements
in hours
& cost

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia-
tion
T- Total
A- Annual

Tubing
$320.00
Motor &
pump
$350 .00

$670 .00T

$ 67.00A

$470 .00T

$ 47,00A

0

0

Utility
Costs per

hours

Kilowatts

$ .10

Chemical

per day
$4.00 per
gal.

$10.80

Kilo wu;tt S

?.Si
$ .10

H

30 moving plastic 200+

covered 2 diameter
rollers 4 ft. wide
rotated by chain
drive on 45° slope,
powered by i-horse
electric motor with
variable speed gear

head

Equipment
operating
capacity
(24.-bu.

bins in
hours

200+



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NA Packinq Line 1 Standard Techno CROP ThAR 1965 DAYS (s-hour) OPERATION 2L

Ref
ence
Number Process

9

10

C

Description

Brushing fruit for
cleaning & po1ish
ing. hdber spray
applied in early
part of brushing
& last half of
brushing for polish

Small fruit elimi-
nation by 2 in.
diameter & smaller
fruit falling
through screen to
moving belt.

Equipment

10 ft. long, 4 ft.
nide Van Doren
Fquip, Co. Brush-
ing Unit powered
by two ilhorse
dec brie motors

Small fruit elirmi
nator 2 ft. long,

4 ft. wide, heavy
2 in. mesh screen
roiling over two
5 in. diameter
rubber covered
rollers, powered b
chain drive to
brush unit

Equipnent
operating
capacity
(24-bu,
bins in

hours)

200+

200+

Equipment
total cost
& annual
depre cia-
tion
T- Total
A- Annual

Nan
requirements
in hours
& cost

Utility
Costs per
d hours

Unit
$2, 000,00T

$ 200,00A

$600 ,00T

$ 60,00A
0 0

Kilowatts
U. 936
$ .41

0



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NAFR Packing Line 1, Standard Technology CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (dhour) OPERATION 107

Equipment
Equipment total cost
operating & annual
capacity deprecia Man

Refer (24bu. tion requirements Utility
ence 'bins in T- Total in g hours Costs per
Number Process

j
Description Eftuiprnent b hours) A Annual & cost hours

ii L / Transport of 20 ft. of moving 2O $300,00T 0 Kilowatts
small fxuiu to hn
Fruit drops from
end of belt into
bin,

canvas halt 4 in
wide powered by
horse electric

motor with gear
head

$ 30 COA 29dL
$ .10

12 FAll bins move to
storage by fork lift

Sume as Refer.
No. 1

200f 0 0 0

(Refer. No. 1).

13

f

Hand sorting into 3
or 4 grades dependreverse
ing on variety of
fruit. Fruit rotat

Food Machinery Corn.
roll sorti

rig table, 16 ft.
long, 4 ft. wide,

120 $2,000,00T

$ 2OOOO.A
11 $1.40
per hour
$123 2O
salary

Kilowatts
motors

5,96
$.2O

I

ed along table with
special lighting,
All grades except
first grade (Ertra
Fancy) hand lifted
by individual fruit
to belts above
table.

2 levels of 4 in.
wide moving belts
above table for 2n
& 3rd grades power
ed by two -hhorse
one lhorse elect
rio motors

$11.77
other

$134.97



Refer-
ence
Number Process

PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - NL?ESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NANE Packing Line 1 Standard Technology CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (-hour) OPERATION 107

Des crip.ion

Processing grade,
hand placed from
sorting onto moving
bolt & moved to a
10 in. w1de, 24 ft.
long belt which
serves 2 lines.
Fruit drops into
bin, bin changed by
fork lift, Refer,
No, 1,

Storage for process-
ing.

Eqgipment

Bank of l6'six ft.
tubes floreoc ent
lights above sort-
ers, Life Line
Sylvamia F 72T12

Heavy canvas, con
tinuous belts 4 in,
wide, 16 ft. long
(4 ft. belting) &

share of 10 in.
wide, 24 ft. long
(50 ft. of belt)
both powered 'by -
horse electric
motor with gear
head

0

Equipment
operating
capacity
(24-bu.
bins in

hours)

200+

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia-
tion
T- Total
A- Annual

$32.oT
$ 6.56A
(5 year
life)

Man
requirement
in hours
& cost

0

Uti]ity
Costs per

hours

Kilowatts
lights

:LcLc.
$ .24

14

15 V

$113.75 T

$ 11,40 A
0 Kilowatts

motors

$ .10

0 0 0



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - ERESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NA Packing Line 1tandard Techno10 CROP AR 1965 DAYS (8hour) OPERATION 107

Refer-
ence
Number

16

17

18 V

Des cr1 .tion

Transport of fruit
from sorting to
sizer 108 ft. from
bogirming of sort-
ing to end of thro-
sections of STLZCS
& packing tubs in
line.

Sizing by grades
into 13 possible
sizes & sizers re-
lease each sized
fruit into a 24in.
diamet or tub. Sim-
ing cups operated
at a capacity of
344 cups per ndnu
to. Fruit rolls
sizer to tub.

Material Storage

E.uiprnent

Twoinch fiber
belts over sorting
table move fruit to
each of 3 sections
of sizers & packing
tubs, powered by -.

horee electric
motor with gear
head

Double rows of can-
vas sizing cups
carry fruit in each
of 3 sections, each
cup released by
weight spring based
on fruit weight,
a1 sections power-
ed by one 5horse
electric motor

Stacked on floor
near dumper

Equipment
total cos
& annual
deprecia-
tion
T- Total
A- Annual

$227 . 64T

$ 22,76A

Man
requirements
in 8 hours
& cost

Utility
Costs per
8 hours

Nil oatt S
motor

$ .10

Kilo eatt S

motors

29.840
$1.01

\J1

0 0

0

0

Equipment
operating
capacity
(24-bu.
bins in
8 hours)

200

150

200+

$5,000 .00T

$ 500,00A

0



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

N Packing Lin Standard Techno1or CROP AR 1965 DAYS (d-hour) OPERATION 107

Refer-
enc e

Number

19

20

21

Process

ci
\

Equipment
operating
capacity
(24-.bu.

bins in
pqrition Equipment hour)

Place empty packing
boxes, trays, moap-
ping paper on over
head carrier.

Packing by hand
from tubs into (1r2
lb. fruit, weight)
fiber boxes uith
trays.

Packing cart pushed
by packer about 3
ft. to
track. Box mechani-
cally shifted to
tracks Track moves
box to stamper &
weighing.

Two small hand
trucks & 160 ft.
of overhead convcy
or line Van Doren
Equip. Co., poner
ed by horse
else brie motor
with drive

16 packing carts
20 packers stamps
Packer & box size
marking cards

200 ft. of side-
wheel track 15
inches wide with
center chain drive,
powered by two -

horse electric
motors

200+

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia-
tion
T- Total
A- Annual

$6.50 per
ft. in-

stalled
$:L225,00T

$ J22,50A

$2,220 ,00T

S 222.00A

Nan
requirements
in hours
& cost

two $1.50
per hour
$24 00
salary
sa other

Utility
Costs per

hours

Kilowatts
motor

.10

$26.26

200+ $630 ,00T 16 packers 0

$ 63.00A
cards

$4.40 md.
Insurance

$100 ,00A

200+ $10.00 per
ft. in-
s balled

Kilowatts

$ .20



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NA Packing Line 1, Standard Technology CROP AR 1965 DAYS (s-hour) OPP ATION 107

Refer-
ence
Number Process

)

Description

At end of smbi.ng &
packing line boxes
of apples aceumu
late on tracks,

Stampers hand stami
size, grade, grower
number, code number
on end of box.
Stamper also accuni-
ulates packer &
grade size punch
cards.

Equipment

25 barks of two d.
ft. long F96T12
whibe :L1oreocont
lights

0

Lamb. Sts.no
2 Barton!1 stampers

1 sidamwhccl stamp
compLetc with sizes
3 rockeumbar star.ap
ers

3 stamp pads
50 i-inch square
stamps
All manufactured
by R. N. Church,
Inc.

Equipment

operating
capacity
(24-bu.

bins in
d hour)

20

2O(

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia-
tion
T- Total
A- Annual

$Ud.00T
$ 12,00A

0

$150,00T
S 15,00A

Nan
requirements.
in hours
& cost

0

$1.40
p hour
$:: .90
sakary
$1.61 other
$ld.511

Utility
Costs per
d hours

22 00

$.75

0

Ink $ .17

22

23



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NPackin Line 1tandard Technology CROP AR 1965 DAYS (s-hour) OPTION 107

Refer-
enc e

Number

24

25

26

27

Process Description
Transport of packed
boxes to automatic
segregator & udder,

Segregation of boxes.

Loose SHied & teie
scope top boxes by-
pass udder & trans-
port direct to stor-
age.

Glue lidding of
packed boxes.

Eouinment
50 ft. of side-
wheel track with
center-chain drive
powered by horse
electric motor with
gear head

15 ft. of side-
wheel track nith
cenlerchain drive
powered by same
motor as No, 24

Automabic glue
udder (converted
Chrisholm Ryder)
powered by 3/4
horse motor

Equipment
operating
capacity
(24.-bu

bins in
hours
200+

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia-
tion
T- Total
A-Annual
$10.00 per
ft. in-
stalled
$6ll.00T
$ 61, OOA

$10.00 per
ft. in-
stalled
$iso ,00T

$ l5,00A

Man
requirements
in d hours
& cost

0

0

$ 13 other
$13.13
for line

Utility
Cost per

hours
Kilowatts
motor

$,lO

0

900 $6400. OOT one $1.50 Kilowatts
packed $ 640,00A per hour motors
boxes
per hour

$12.00
salary

4.476



NAME Packingjine 1, Standard Technology CROP AR 6 DAYS (8-hour) OPERATION 107

Refer-
ence
Number

28

Process

PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Description

Transport to storage
one ftorage on same
lecr 1 & one lower
1 ve1.

Epuipmeft

100 ft. of sido
wheel track with
oenterchain drive
powered by two 2

1

horse electric
motors

35 ft, heavy can-
vas 10 inches wide
moving belt to
lower storage
powered by one
horse electric
motor

Costs not included.

Equipment
operating
capacity

(24-bu.
bins in

hours)

200-f-

200:-

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia-
ti on

T- Total
A- Annual & cost

$10.00 per
ft. in-
installed

Nan
requirements
in 8 hours

0

Utility
Costs per
8 hours

Kilowatts
motor

S .10

0-'

$1,222 .00T $ .20

$ l22.20A

$226 .50T Ki1oatts
S 26.65A motors

V old Storage



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NA Packing Line 1ndard Techno1og CROP AR 1965 DAYS (s-hour) OPERATION

ALLOCATED COSTS

One full-time maiam
tenance man for two
packing lines and
storage equipment,
Unit ace ount ing

records allocate
time & expendable,
supplies for years
operating on pack
ing line.

One supervisor.
inspector & one
assistant for 2
packing lines
inspecting dumping,
sorting & packing.

Small tools arid

equipment estimated
repl acemcnb annual-
ly & uric of miseelIL

aneous suppi ace for
one packIng line by
pIxel menagc;;

0

200±

200+

107

one

$10.70
salary
01.60 ot he:r'

030
per line

$1.70 per
function

one
$40.00
one
$20.00
$60 00
salary

other
?l for line
$32.20

($3d per
function)

Tftiity
Cost per
8 hours

0

0

Equipment
operating
capacity

Ref er-

ence
(24.-bu

bins in
Hunch er Process Des en ti on Egpment hours

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia- Han
tion requirements
T- Total in 8 hours
A- Annual & cost

$LcOO 00i

($66 67
per
function)

0



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NMIE Packing Line 1, Standard Techn CROP YEAR 196_DAYS (8hour) OPERATION 107

value.

Equpinent
operating

Equipment
total cost
& annual

capacity deprecia Man
Refer (24bu. tion requirements Utility
ence bins in T Total in 8 hours Costs per
Number Process Description Equipment 8 hours) A Annual & cost 8 hours

For rest periods &
provision for
emergency care.

One 40 cup coffee
maker, 3 picnic
tables wibh benches
Three 3 ft long
wood benches,
coffee & apple
juice furnished
daily

0150,00T
$ 15 .00A

0 Coffee,
juice
disposable
cups

35 .00

Fire Insurance 1,15%
of volue ($1,635.00
for packing lines in
1965),

Heat for area. Stoma heat unit
with fuel oil burn
or, oil tank, steam
generator, ducks &
fans for 2 lines,
- allocated for

$1,125 .00T

$ 112 . 50A

for sort'

ore
for pack

ing

Fuel $J.13

for sort
ing
for pack

ing
single line 56,25 per $2.09 per

Real Estate tam 50
mills per year on
25% of equipment



COST ACCUMULATION * FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Packing Line 1 Standard Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

(a onbinued

TOTALS: SPASON

8-HOUR SHIFT

FUNCTION COST ITEM
FIXED COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON VARIABLE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER 8HR. SHIFT

VARIABLE COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY
FUNCTION

1. Bring up Fork Lift trucks $600.00 600.00

and dumipin Lift truck operator $13 98 Sl95 .86 $1 j95 .86

3TL 1i

12 ft. of bin rotter h.nok 25O 8,50

20 ft. of bin chain drive track 63,O 63,60

One lhorse electric motor 17.00 17.00

Etectrtc 22HT

575_.
Dnoa oquirment 36O00 6oOo



Plant Packing Line 1, Standard Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

FUNCTION COST ITEM

1. Continued Fire Insurance

umper Operator

P epeumy Tax

Lie Hric Pourer

TOTALS: SEASON

OHOUR SHIFT

COST ACCUMULATION - ERESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKING

cui(ucosa1)
pump &

16 b. tee1 tubinernotor

SEASON VARIABLE SEASON
FIXED COSTS TO FIXED COSTS VARIABLE COSTS 'UB TOTAL BY
PER SEASON PER 0-HR. SHIFT P SEASON FUNCTION

67.00

520 67

.20

10:00

40

71

L4 .91 1 404.91

154,10

21,40

67 00

42,00 42OO

9272Z



TOTALS: SEASON

-I IOUR SHIFT

l3lant Packing Line 1 Standard Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

COST ACCUMULATION FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKING

FUNCTION COST ITEM
FIXED COSTS
PER SEASON

SEI\SON VARIABLE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER dHR SHIFT

VARIABLE COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY

FUNCTION

2, Brushing Elevator 7,00 S 47,00

and Smail Elec nc Power 10.70

2 Brushing TJnft 2gPO0 2SOOO

.........L37 43..7

H2J 9L. 0 .
. ................H................ ... ...70

....
Ln nLcnu.ALB q.sqonL ., ...............i2.P ........... ...................................... 7...

Frsfnsur.nce
.

..

.

Froperby .... 60 .
.L........



COST ACCI.MULA'lION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

'Plant Packing Line 1, Standard Technolor Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

$200.00

6 56

SEASON VARIABLE
FIXED COSTS TO FIXED COSTS VARIABLE COSTS
PER SEASON PER El-HR. SHIFT PER SEASON

181

FUNCTION

3, Sorting

fruit into

3 grades

cull or

proces sang

grade

cumin at ion

COST ITEM

Sorting table unit

Electric Power

Lighting fixtures

Electric Power

11 Sorters (labor

Cull belts

Electul c Power

Naintenance of Equipment

liro Insurance on Equip.

TOTALS: SEASON (CONTINUED)

8-HOUR SHIFT

6667

40.06

'In

1 70

5.38

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY
FUNCTION

$200.00

21.40 21.40

656

25.65

4L79

11.1

10,70

248,57

40.06



COST ACCUMULATION FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Packing. Line 1, Standard Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

FUNCTION COST ITEM

3 Continued Rest period equipment () $ 7.50

Reet Period ($)

TOTALS: SEASON

G4fOUR SHIFT

SEASON VARIABLE
I SEASON

FIXED COSTS TO FIXED COSTS IVARIABLE COSTS SUB TOTAL BY
PER SEASON PER E-HR. SHIFT J PER SEASON FUNCTION

$431.99

$ r7,5Q__

?roperty Tax 43 55 143 55

Uat Sor workers 56 25 ?P2 279



P1ant_Packin Line 1 Standard Technology Year 1965 flays Operating Season 107

FUNCTION

k. Sizin

fruit and

TOTALS: SEASON

0HOUR SHIFT

am cnac..

Direct Surr:

Frre Iflsu:n..n

COST ACCUMULATION - FERSH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

trn.nsno:'t to 3 UR'7jp.' T cc i.'i *,n

El ecttc Pcarca 1 Cl

SEASON VARIABLE SEASON
FDEE1) COSTS TO FIXED COSTS VARIABLE COSTS STJB TOTAL BY

COST ITEM PER SEASON PER 0HOUR SHIFT PER SEASON FUNCTION

Belts to sizing,_3 sections $22.67 $ 22.67

Electric Power

eq 67_ J .9C2JrL
53 57566 57566

cL

:Lp7p _1L2P



COST ACCUMULATION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Packing Line 1, Standard Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

FUNCTION
FIXED COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON VARIABLE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER -HOtJR SHIFT

VARIABLE COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY
FUNCTIONCOST ITEM

5. Pack fruit 16 racking carts machine

ani2P

222OO

2O

1+?PP

2lJ0

JP0
cont...uers

9u4 .;::b

to checker

end stamper

ThOustrial Insurance on

16 packers

200 ft. chainErivo brack

Electric Power

0:eheadconveye.&2 hmnd

t

_1P70_

L70.0O

222OO

2]_JO

122.50

TOTALS: SEASON (Conbinuod)

SHOUR SHIFT



Plant Packing Line 1, Standard Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

TOTALS: SEASON

04[OUR SHIFT

COST ACCUMULATION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

$7O]9O

$7,3l

FUNCTION COST IT
FIXED COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON VARIABLE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER -HR. SHIFT

VARIABLE COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY
FUNCTION

5 Continued Two material supply ooerators 26 26 2,dO9 2 i2Q9d2.

2i.57*

Dt L:...uTiOn 5,31
J

.r
P t P :.od1in1*5J)
T3t Peod nt ()

fixTu:ces

7, O so

Iiphs for ..rea 12 ,00 12 O0

Heat for workers

....



COST ACCUMULATION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Packing Line 1, Standard Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

FUNCTION COST ITEM
FIXED COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON VARIABLE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER d-HR. SHIFT

VARIABLE COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY
FUNCTION

6, Stamin. Hand stamps 1.00 l.00

Checidng,

Liddin, nod

Tranvporb to

011d3

l etampers & chedkers

................................................................................

l7

1Q

. ........

2O

:1.di.9i:19

21 ,LO

..0C

65 ft. track ih cenber

chain drive

cctnic2owor

chain drive

YLectric Power

70

J22O

2]. ,hO

TOTAL: SEASON (continued)

Eh.H0UE SfIIFT 0



COST ACCUMULATION FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Packirg Line 1, Standard Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

Totals: SEASON

4{OUR SHIFT $32

51hP9..

FUNCTION COST ITEM
FIXED COSTS I

PER SEASON

SEASON VARIABLE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER sHR. SHIFT

VARIABLE COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY
FUNCTION

6. Continued 5 ft. continuous canvas bel $22

303L

65 I $

2J4,57

.................

....................

.it..nance .of o.... ...

..... ....

.oJr.uor:oce

ppTx.. .

3Q..P7Q

....................

........

.9P

......... -....



PROCESS FLOW CHART AND COST DATA

Job: Fresh apple presorting and presizing with Unitized Brushing Unit.

Method: Proposed process line with graded and size-grouped apples placed in bins (bulk
containers with net capacity of approximately 5O pounds of apples) for storage.

Subject followed: Apples

Diagrmri begins with: Field-run apples received from orchard or in precooling storage in bins.

Diagrmn ends with: Graded and size-grouped apples in bins delivered to entrance of refrigerated or
C. A. storage.

Charted by: Richard D. Bcrtram

Source of Data: Prototype of Unitized Brush Sizer lacahsd at K. apple packing company,
Monitor, bhshington and Dune tional opora ting data from foar continuous process
apple grading, sizing, and packing lines.

Date: February, 1967

Cost Data: Costs are based on 1965 operating season costs.

Fixed Costs Per Seas on include an allocated s traightline depreciation applied to
all equipment in the process line. Considering use wear, time wear and obsoles-
cence a lOyear life period is applied to each piece of equipment. Fire insur-
ance premiums and property taxes are included. Building space and land costs are
not included.

Season Variable Costs include direct labor costs - Salaries, Social Security,
Insurance, consumed supplies, and utilities. Direct operating supervision and



maintenance costs are allocated by functions in the line operation. These Season
Variable Costs are assumed to become Fixed Costs Per sHour Shift since they are
not usually subject to change during this short period regardless of volume of
output. General plant administrative costs and direct costs of apple containers
are not included. Cost data is suimnarized by five (5) functions of the process
line. Synthesis of the process and costs was based ondata from smllar functions
of empirically- analyzed fresh apple grading, sizing and packing lines.

Cost Source: Plant Records, Equipment Manufacturing and Distribution Companies, Utility
Suppliers and Municipal Taxing Agencies



Plant Presorting and Presizing with Brushes

COST SUMMARY - FRESH APPLE GRADING) SIZING, AND PACKAGING

Year 1965 Days Operating Season 40

FUNCIION
FIXED COSTS
PER SEASON

FIXED COST PER
SEASON BY -
HOUR SHIFT

SEASON VARIABLE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER s-HR. SHIFT

TOTAL FIXED
COSTS PER -
HOUR SHIFT

1. Bring up and Dping $3 732.00 S / .30 S 39.16

aini.. Fruit Elimination ?QP
l,2623O 3155 102 .93

1,761.00 J.00 1266.63torae



Operation

Transportation

Inspection

Li
Delay

DEFINITION OF PROCESS SIMBOLS

An operation occurs when an object is intentionally changed in any of its physical
or chemical characteristics; is assembled or disassembled from another object; or
is arranged for another operation, transportation, inspection, or storage. An
operation also occurs when information is given or received or when planning or
calculating takes place.

A transportation occurs when an object is moved from one place to another, except
when such movements are a part of the operation or are caused by the operator at
the work station during an operation or an inspection.

An inspection occurs when an object is exomined for identification or is verified
for quality or quantity in any of its characteristics.

A delay occurs to an object when conditions, except those which intentionally
change the physical or chemical characteristics of the object do not permit or
require immediate performance of the next planned action.

Storae A storage occurs when an object is kept and protected against unauthorized removal.

V
Combined Ehen it is desired to show activities performed either concurrently or by the same

Activity operator at the same work station, the symbols for those activities are combined,
as shown by the circle placed within the square to represent a combined operation
and inspection.



NAME Presorting and Presizing with Brushes CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS ( 0-HOUR) OPERATION 40

Ref er-

ence
Number

1

2

Process

lID

PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Description

Storage

Brings bins (24 ha.
each) from storage
or unloading area
to receiving line
for dumping. 50 to
300 ft. of travel
from storage loca-
tion to line.

Loose fruit bin
placement on rolll-
ers & movement to
dumper, holds 5
bins. Bins moved
by push from lift
truck & belt power-
ed over rollers.

services cnll and
small-apple bins)

15 ft. of double
sbeel.-roller line,
rollers framed by
angle iron & place
on 3-inch centers,
last 11 ft. before
dumper has rubber-
coated fiber belt o'

Equipment
Equipment
operating

total cost
& annual

capacity deprecia- Nan
(24--ba. ti on requirements IJt1lty
bins in T-Total in 0 hours Costs per

Equipment 0 hours) A-Annual & cost 0 hours

Costs not included

One fork lift truck 200+ 1_ Gas

200+ Included
with
dumper
unit

0 Kilowatts

$.l5

4,000 lb. capacity $4,l50.00T One $1 .75 $1.05
(1 CJLOdI $ 4l5.00A per hour

I., F. gas powered
Sl14 .00

salary
(same lift truck
serves dumper, re
moves empty bins,

$1.16 other
S:L5 .l6T



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NA1 Presorting and Presizing with Brushes

Water immersion
dumping ih bin
}iydraui ically

lowered into
water & fruit
floated away by
water current.

Empty bins hand
powered onto
sidewheel track
moved by gravity
to track end &
removed (same

l2inchs wide on
each side rovolvin
on rollers & pouer
ed by
electric motor wit
gear head.

Immersion dumper
unit powered by
one 1horse elec-
tric motor, waier
pump included

Water

30 ft. of double
sidewheel track
2 tracks each 11
inches wide with
40 inches to
cewiers of each,

CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (dHOUR) OPERATION 40

Man
requirements
in hours
& cost

$13 ,47T

Utility
Costs Per
d hours

200+

$4dO . OOA

Included
with
dumper

0

Same as
No. 3

0

O hand
powered

quipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia-

Refer (24bu * tion
enc e bins in T Total
Number Process Description d hours) A - Annual

200+ $5,900.00T
$ 590O0A

one $1.55
$l24o
salary
$1.07 other

Kilowatts
motor

5.2
$ .20

3

4



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZiNG, & PACKAGING

NJ Presorting and Presizing with Brushes CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS ( s-HOuR) OPERATION 40

Equipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia- Man

Refer- (24-bu. tion requirements Utility
ence bins in T - Total in hours Cost per
Number Process

V r

Descrption
lift as No. 1)

pty bin storage

Euinent
framed by 2-inch
angle iron

0

hours)

0

A - Annual and cost 8 hours

5 0 0 0

6 [> Transport of fruit
to elevator. Mold
retarding chemical
added daily to
maintain coneentra-
tion.

15 ft. of steel
floabation tubing
18 inches deep, 5
ft. wide, water
current created b
pump on dumper,
mold retarding
chemical

200-!- Included
with
dumper

0 Chemical

$13.60

7 Fruit elevated from
water floatation to
sorting level.

Unitized Brush-
Sizer Unit pro-
vides for elevat-
ion, sorting area,
brushing & fruit
sizing(Prototype
reference ARS 52-
18) powered by on

200 $3O,000.00T
3 3QQQJ
s 1,000.00
brushing
$ 1,000.00
sorting
$ 1,000.00
sizing

Kilowatt
6 elec-
tric
motors
58.188
$1.98
$ .66
brushing

3-horse drive, 2
$ .66



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

MARE Prenorting and Presiziqg with Brushes CROP YEAR i965 DAYS (84TOUR) OPERATION 40

Refer
once
umber Process

F

c :cipion

T

Sb.; ... riahi e

a ceo

Equipment
operating
cai:acity

(24bu.
bins in

ns)

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia
tion
T Total
A A .il&coui6hours

Man
requirements
in 8 hours

Utility
Cost per

.66

nor hing

..: iL:ric
motors

66
nii.ing

8 1E e eloc
n s i n c m

Included in Refer,

7

200 Seine as
ITo

0 0

/ A snaliLer) 7

/ 1 ..:tve A brnnh

/
fall beinyeen

/
eanva LOi rollers

/ & carreed acm-v.

/ Bins placed & re-

> moved by nero lift
truck as No. 1.

9 \ /V
inn +0 storape, Semnas Refer, No. 200-f- Same as

Refer.
0 0

7 No.1

0



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NAFR Presorting and Presizing with Brushes CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (8-HOuRs) OPERATION 40

Refer
ence
Number Process Descri tion

1

Equipment

Icapacity
1(24bu.
Ibins

Equipment
operating

in
hours)

200

200+

200

200+

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia
tion
T - Total
A - Annual

See Refer.
No. 7

$32.00T
$ 3,30A

See Refer.
No. 7

See Refer.

Man
requirements
in 8 hours
& cost

Eight Sl.40
$11.20
salary
31.00 other
$12.00 each

$97.60T

0

0

Utility
Cost per
8 hours

Kllowatt
lights

lQ

u

12

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

Jspecial
Igrade

Fruit hand sorted
into 3 grades.
Second & third
grade fruit indiid
ually hand lifted
to another lane or
cull chute. Sorters
assigned indiuidual
lanes & prouided

lighting.

Call (processing)
removed from

line & placed in
bins. Bins placed
& removed by fork
lift No. 1.

Return to storage.

Same as number 7

Bank of 16 six ft
tubes florescent
lights Life Line
Sylvania F 72T12

Same as No. 7

Same as Refer.
No.1

3.24

0

0

0



0
-i

Equipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia- ManRefer- (24-bu. tion Requirements Utilityence

Number
bins in T - Total in d hours Cost perProcess Description Equipment d hour) A - Annual & cost d hours

13 Brushing of fruit
to clean & polish.
This is an optional
process in that
brush rotation can
be adjusted ba per-
form or just carry
on transport funct-
ion to sizing
selection.

Same as No. 7 200 Same as
Refer. No.
7

0 See Refe
No. 7

14
F I
L.

Fruit sized into Se as No. 7 200 Same as 0 See Refe:
selected size
groups by adjusting
spacing of brushes.
Sized fruit drop
to a vibrating in-
dined plane which
lowers them to a
take-away belt.

Refer, No.

7
No. 7

Disinfec
ant and
cleaning
material
$1.00

F

PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NAME Presorting and Presizing with Brushes CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (d-HOuR) OPERATION 40



NAEE Presorting and Presizing dth Brushes CORP YEAR 1965 DAYS (8-HOUR) OPERATION 40

Refer-
ence

Number Process

PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Doscrjption

Each of 2 grades
sized in 4size
groups move on
distribution belts
to bin filler.

ipment
operating
capacity
(24-bu.

bins in
Eqgpnent 8 hours

8 pleet;ic belts
each 7 ft. long
(15 ft. of beltinp
6 inches wide
powered by two
horse electric
motors for take-
auay under sizing
section, 2 plast-
ic belts, each 15
ft. long (32 ft.
belting) 16 in.
wide powered by
two 3/4-horse
electric motors
for accumulation
& distribution

1

200

Equipment
total cost
& armual
deprecia-

tion
T - Total

Annual

$2,400 .00T

240.00

Man
requirements
in. 8 hours

& cost

0

Utility
Cost per
8 hours

Kilowatts
4 motors

S .51



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NI3HE Presorting and Presizing with Brushes CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (0-HOuR) OPERATION 40

Equipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia- Nan

Refer- (24-bu. tion requirements Utility
ence bins in T - Total in 0 hours Cost per
Number Process Description Equipment hours) A - Annual & cost 0 hours

16 Return of presorted 0 bin fillers 200f hlO,000,00 one $1.55 Kilowatts
and group sized Pomona make porcr T hour 16 motors
fruit Lb bins (24 ed by one L/3 and $ 1,000.00 $12.40 27.600
bushels or 1,000
pounds fruit each).

one -horse dcc-
trio motor each

A salary
$1.07 oLher

$ .94

$13.47 T

17 Transport bins to One lift truck 20F One $1.75 gas $1.05
t storage. 4,000 pound capa-

city, L.P. gas
powered, delivers
empty bins to bin
fillers & moves
filled bins to
storage ( alloc-
ated)

$4,15O.00T
$ 4,5,00A

hour
$14.00
salary
$1.16 other
$l5,l6T

Storage Costs not included



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NAJE Presorting and Presizing with Brushes CROP TEAR 1965 DAYS (sHOUR) OPERATION 1+0

Equipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
deprecia Nan

Refer (24bu. tiori requirements tiity
ence bins in T - Total in hours osts per
Number Process Description Equipment hours) A - Annual & cost ; hours

ALLOCATED COSTS

Small tooTh,
equipment and
supplice

$l,020.00T

$ 120.00A
allocatec

$25.50
($5 .12 per

function)

one $2.10
hour
$16,dO
salary
$1 .3L other

$ld.14 T
allocated

One full time
maintenance and
repair man for
plant allocated
tThe and expendable
suppliec.

($.9i
per functior

One supervisor
inspector for pack
ing lines and pre
sorting, presizing
line

One $4.00
hour
032.00
salary
02.27 other
1/3 allocate
$11.62 ($2.32
per function)



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKING

NAEE Presorting and Presizing with Drushes CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (HOtJR) OPERATION 40

Equipment
operating
capacity

Eqir pment

total cost
& annual
deprecia Man

Refer (24bu. tion requirements Utility
ence bins in T - Total in hours Cost per
Number Process Description Eciigment S hours) A - AnnuaJ & cost S hours

Rest periods and
emergency care

Ecjuipmant

supplies
$29000T
$ 29,00A
1/3 allo
cated

0 Coffee,
juice,

iaper

$10 QUA

Heat for area, Same as presentl
maintained

Real estate tax
50 mills per year
on 25% of equip-
ment value

Fire insurance
1 i5% of value of
equipment.



COST ACCURULATION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Presorting and Presizing th Brushes Year 1965 Days Operating Season 40

-

-

FUNCTION COST ITEM
FLGD COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON VARIABLE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER s-HR. SHIFT

VARIABLE COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY
FUNCTION

1. Brnin u. Lift Truck 415.00 415.00

&dunipin L.P. Gas S .93 7.2O 372O

7.5 303.20 303.20

JitJJj5iIRJfl

2c
Mainbenance 5.00 .91 36.40 41.40

Direct Supervision 2.32 92.00 92.00

(Conbinued)



COST ACCUMULATION FRISH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

FUNCTION COST ITEM
FIXED COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON VARIABTE
TO FlEXED COSTS
PER 0-HR. SHIFT

VARIABTE COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL DY
FUNCTION

1. (Continued Fire Insurance $ 1i600 116.00

Propertr Tax 126.00 126.00

Plant Presorting and Presizing with Brushes Year 1965 Days Operating Season 40

TOTALS: SEASON $1732.00 $1566 .LQ 3290.40

0-HOUR SHIFT 43.30 $ 39.16 02.46



COST ACCIJNULATION - FRESH APPTE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Presorting and Presizing with Brushes Year 1965 Days Operating Season 40

NO

FUNCTION COST IThM
FIXED COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON VARIABlE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER 0HR. SHIFT

VARIABTF COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY

FUNCTION

2. Brushing Elevator and Brusher Section

and small of Unitized BrushSizer Unit i3OOO.00 $1,000.00

116.00

Mnteriance

Fire Insurance

1
116.00

TOTALS: SEASON $1,246.00 $ 195.60 $44l.6o

0-HOUR SHIFT $ 31.15 4.09 $ 36.04



COST ACCUMULATION FRESH APPTE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Presorting and Presizing w:Lth Brushes Year 1965 Days Operating Season 40

TOTALS: SEASON

8-HOUR SHIFT

1,262.30

31.55 $102.93

4J2O _$5 ,379.50

$ 134.48
NO
NO

FUNCTION COST ITEM
FIXED COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON VARIABTE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER 8-HR. SHIFT

VARIABTE COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY
FUNCTION

3. Sorting Sorting Section of Unitized

fruit into Brush-Sizer Unit 1,0O0.00 81,000.00

3,9OOO 39OL.00

.91J6J0LLLQ
Direct Supervision 2.32 92.80 92.80

Property Tax 127.PO 127.00

Fire Insurance 117.00 117.00

Best Period Eguip, & Sppplies 10.00 1.20 48.00 58.00



COST ACCtJMJLATION - FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Presorting and Presizing with Brushes Year 1965 Days Operating Season

FUNCTION COST IT4
FIXED COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON VARIABLE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER g-HR. SHIFT

VARIABlE COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY
FUNCTION

4. Sizing fruit Sizing Section of Unitized

Brush-Sjzer Unit $L000.00

2)000

into four

of two Distribubion Eel

Prorerty T

Fire Insurance

21OOO

92.go

155.50

143.00

155.50

143.00

TOTALS: SEASON 125±3 .50 $7Iu.go 25g.30
g-HOUR SHIFT $ 3.59 $ 17.g7 H00



COST ACCUMULATION - FRESH APPT GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Presorting and Presizing with Brushes Year 1965 Days Operating Season 40

FUNCTION COST ITEM
FIXED COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON VARIABLE
TO FIXED COSTS
PER 0-HR. SHIFT

VARIABTE COSTS
PER SEASON

SEASON
SUB TOTAL BY
FUNCTION

5. Fil1in Eiht Bin Fillers Sl,000.00 $1,000.00

bins and Electric Power S .9J. t37.6O 37.6O

-
303.20303.20

5PcL

-

Fire Insurance 63.oO 163.00

TOTALS: SEASON $5Q7p_ _±L?P
0-HOUR SHIFT _°JkL!P 56.60



COST SUNI"IPiRY - FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Packing Line 1, New Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

Function

Fixed Cost Per

Fixed Costs iSeason By -

Per Season Hour Shift

Season Variable
To Fixed Costs
Per 8-Hr. Shift

Total Fixed
Costs Per 8-
Hour Shift

1. Bring Up & Dumping l,523.37 $ 544.01 $ 58.25

2. Brushing & Small Fruit Eiination I 4. l0.8

5. Packing 766.37 7.16 40.60 47.04

TOTAL



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPTF GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NANE Packing Line 1, New Technolgy CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (s-Hour) OPERATION 10]

JEquipment
jEquipment total cost

operating & annual
capacity deprecia- Man

Refer-
ence

Process Description

1(24-bu.
bins in

Equipment 0 hours)

tion
T- Total
A- Annual

requirements
in hours
& cost

Utility
costs per

hours
Numbei

Fruit in Cold Cost not included

Storage.

Move loose apples 2,000 lb. Clark 200+ one $1.60 Gas $ .93

in bins (24 bu.) lift truck with $3,000.00T per hour for line

from storage to
head o.f line 300 to

L.P. gas power $ 300.00A 012.00
salary

$ .46

650 ft. Serves

two lines.

$1.10 other

$13.90
for line

$6.99

2 L1
Bins on dock, stack-
ed two high aiting
for placement on
rollers to dumper.

0 200+ 0 0 0

3 rLç/
One bin at a time
placed on rollers

2,000 lb. Clark
lift truck with

200±
$3,000.00T

OflC $1.60
per hour

Gas

to dumper. Serves

two lines,

L.P. gas power $ 300.00A ( time per
line) 36.99



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NAME Packing Line 1, New Technology CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (8-Hour) OPERATION 107

Equipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
depre-

Man
require-

Refer- 1(24-bu. ciation ments Utility
ence bins in T Total in 8 hours costs per
Number lroess Description uipnt j_hours A - Annual & cost 8 hours

4 Bins move to dumper.
Roller track holds
eight bins.

12 ft. long steel 200+
roller track 4 ft.

uide, rollers on 3
inch center plus

S 85.00T
$ 0.50A

S 636.00T

0 Kilowatts

5.968
$.20

20 ft. chaindrivc
track 4 ft. wide,
powered by 1--horse
electric motor

$ 63. 60A

motor drivs

$ 170.00T
S 17.00A

5 Immersion durnpng.
Bin of fruit lowered
into 5 ft. square
steel tank of water.

Hydraulic operated 200±
immersion dumper
unit (HIm. Equip.
Co.) powered by on

$3,600.00T
$ 360.00A

one $1.50
per hour
$12.00
salary

Kilowatts

$.2O

Fruit floats out of
bin. Fruit moved
into water floata-
tion tubing by water
current. Bin raised

2--horse motor
serving 2 lines

$1.13 other
$13.13

& hand powered onto
empty bin returm.



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPIF GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NAJ\4E Packing Line 1, New Technology CROP lEAR 1965 DAYS (0-Hour) OPERATION 107

Equipment
Equipment total cost
operating & annual Man
capacity depre- require-

Refer (24-bu. ciation ments Utility
ence bins in T - Total in 0 hours costs per
Number Process Descristion EgpRpment 0 hours A - Annual & cost 0 hours

Water from plant
oned well ailo-
cated for each line
one 3horse clec-
tric pump for two
lines & other half
for refrigeration
in storage

5500.00T
$ 50.00A

0 Kilowatts
of 3-horse
motor 0.95

$30

6 Empty bins moved
from dmmper onto
rollers & removed
from end of rollers
above lift truck

50 ft. long sidm-
wheel rollers 40
inches wide & bins
powered by hand &
gravity

200+ Included
with Refer
o. 5

Same as
Refer. No.
1, 3 & 5

0

(Refer. No. 3)

V Stacked on dock for
movement to empty
bin storage by fork
lift (Refer. No. 1).

0 0 0 0



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Ni\M Packing Line 1, New Technology CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (8-Hour) OPERATION 107

Equipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
depre-

Man
require-

Refer (24-bu. ciation ments in Utility
ence j bins in T - Total 8 hours costs per
Number Process Descrij?tion Eg4pment 8 hours) A Annual & cost 8 hours

7 r\ Water current moves 16 ft. of steel 200± Tubing 0 Kilowatts
L../ fruit to elevator, tubing 4 ft. wide

& 1 ft. deep, 3/4
full of water, -
horse electric
motor power small
water pump for
water current

$320.00
Motor &
pump

$350.00
$670.00T
$ 67.00A

2.984
$ .10

Mold retardant chem-
ical-Decasoi

Chemical
2.7 ga1.
per day
$4.00 per
gal.
310.80

8 \ Fruit elevated 18 30 moving plastic 200± $470.00T 0 Kilowatts
L / inches to brushing

unit.
covered 2'-dianeter
rollers 4 ft. wide
rotated by chain
drive on 450 slope,
powered by i-horse
electric motor wit
variable speed geai
head

$ 47.00A 2.984
$.lo



Refer-
enc e

Numbe E

9

10

Process

PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Be script ion

Brushing fruit for
cleaning & polish.-
ing. Water spray
applied in early
part of brushing
& last half of
brushing for polish

Small fruit elimi.-
nation by 2 in.

diameter & smaller
fruit falling
through screen to
moving belt.

Equipment

10 ft. long, 4 ft.

wide Van Doren
Equip. Co. Biawh-
ing Unit powered
by two 1-horse
electric motors

Small fruib elimi.-
nator 2 ft. long,

4 ft. wide, heavy
2$ in. mesh screen
rolling over two
5.-in diameter
rubber covered
rollers, powered b
chain drive to
brush unit

Equipment
ope rating

capacity

(24-bu.
bins in
8 hours

Equipment
total cost
& annual
depre-
ciation
T - Total
A i\nnual

Man
require-
ments in
8 hours
& cost

Utility
costs per
8 hours

NA1V Packing Line 1, New Technology CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (8-Hour) OPERATION 107

Kilowatts
- 11.936

$ .41

- - 0

200±

200±

Unit
$2,200. COT

$ 220.00A

$600 . OCT

$ 6O.00A

0

0



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPTE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NM Packing Line 1, New Technology CROP AR 1965 DAYS (8-Hour) OPERATION 107

Equipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
depre-

Man
require-

Refer- (24-bu. ciation ments in Utility
ence bins in T - Total 8 hours costs per
Number Process Description Equipment 8 hours A - Annual & cost 8 hours

11 Transport of
snail fruit to bin,
Fruit drops from
end of belt into
bin,

20 ft. of moving
canvas bolt 4 in.

wide powered by
phorso electric
motor with gear
head

200+ $300.00T
$ 3O.00A

0 Kilowatts

2.984
$.1O

12 Eiil bins move to
storage by fork lift

Same as Refer.
No. 1

200+ 0 0 0

(Refer. No. 1).

13

/

/

/

/

Hand sorting into 3
or 4 grades depend-
ing on variety of
fruit. Fruit rotat
ed along table with
special lighting.
All grades except
first grade (Extra
Fancy) hand lifted
by individual fruit
to belts above sort-
table.

Food Machinery Cor
reverse roll sort-
ing table, 16 ft.
long, 4 ft. wide,
2 levels of 4 in.

wide moving belts
above table for
& 3rd grades power
ed by two horse .

one l--horse dcc-
tric motors

. 120 $2,000.00T
$ 200.00A

9 $1.40
per hour
$100.80
salary

$ 9.63
other

$110.43

Kilowatts
motors

5.96
$.20



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FEESH APPTE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NAME Packing Line 1,New Technology CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (8-HOur) OPERATION 107

Refer
ence
Nunbe Process Description Equipment

Bank of 16 six-ft.
hubes florescent
ligwis above sort
ers, Life Line

Sylvania
F 72212

Heavy canvas, con
tinuous belts 4 in
wide, 16 ft. long
(34 ft. belting) &
- share of 10 in.
wide, 24 ft. long
(50 ft. of belt)
both powered by -
horse electric
motor with gear
head

0

Equipment Itotal
operating J&
capacity

(24-bu.
bins in j

8 hoursli

200+

TEquipment
cost

annual
depre-
ciation
T - Total

- Annual

Man
require-
ments in
8 hours
& cost

Utility
costs per
8 hours

15

rL

/

I

Processing grade,
hand placed from
sorting onto movin.g
belt & moved to a
10 in. wide, 24 ft.
long belt which
serves two lines.
Fruit drops into
bin, bin changed by
fork lift, Refer.
No. 1.

Storage for process-
ing.

$ 32.801
$ 6.56A
(5 yr. life)

$il3.75T
$ ll.4OA

0

0

0

0

Ki1otts
lights
7.O4

$.24

Kilowatts
motors

$.lO

0



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NA Packing Line 1, New Technology CROP AR 1965 DAYS (8-Hour) OPERATION

Refer
ence

NuniberProcess Description

16

17

18

Transport of fruit
from sorting to
sizer 108 ft. from
beginning of sort-
ing to end of three
sections of sizers
& packing tubs in
line.

Sizing by grades
into 13 possible
sizes & sizers re-
lease each sized
fruit into a 24-in.
diameter tub. Siz-
ing cups operated
at a capacity of
344 cups per mm.
Fruit rolls from
sizer to tub.

Material Storage

pment
operating
capacity
(24-bu.
bins in

Twoiinch fiber
belts over sorting
table move fruit to
each of 3 sections
of sizers & packing
tubs, powered by
horse electric motor'
with gear head

Double rows of can-
vas sizing cups
carry fruit in each
of 3 sections, each
cup released by
weight spring based
on fruit weight,
all sections power-
ed by one 5-horse
electric motor

Stacked on floor
near dumper

Equipment
total cost
& annual
depre-

ciation
T - Total
A - Annual

$

$
227.64T
22.76A

$5,00O00T
$ 500.00A

0

Nan
require-
ments in Utility
8 hours costs per
& cost 8 hours

0

107

Kilowatts
motor
2.984
S.lO

Kilowatts
motors
29.840
31.01

0

0

0

200

150

200+



Refer-
ence
Number

19

20

21

Process

[I

PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPTR GRADING, SIZING,& PACKAGING

MANE Packing Line 1, New Technology CROP lEAR 1965 DAYS (s-Hour) OPERATION 107

Description

Place empty packing
boxes, trays, wrap
ping paper on ovcr
head carrier.

Packing by hand
from tubs into (42
lb. fruit weight)
fiber boxes with

Packing cart pushed.
by packer about 3
ft. to side wheel
track. Box mechan-
ically shifted to
track. Track moves
box to stamper &
weighing.

Two small hand
trucks & 160 ft.
of overhead-
conveyor line Van
Doren Equip. Co.,
powo red by $-horse
electric motor
with drive

16 pac king carts
20 packers stamps
Packer & box size
marking cards

200 ft. of side-
wheel track 15-
inches wide with
center-chain drive,
powe red by two -

horse electric
motors

Equipment
operating
capacity

(24-bu.
bins in

hourq)

Equipment
total cost
& annual
depre-
c iat ion.

T - Total
A - Annual

ft. in-
stalled
$2220 . OOT

$ 222.00A

Man
require-
ments in

hours
& cost

200± $6.50 per ft. two $1.50
insballod per hour
$1225 . COT $24.00
$ 122.5OA salary

$2.26
other

Utility
costs per

hours

Kilouatts
motor

S.lO

5.96
$ .20

H
H
H

$26.26

200-!-- $630 . 001 16 pkrs. 0

$ 63.00A
cards

$4.40 md
Insurance

$100.00A

200± $ 10.00 per Kilowatts



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NM Packing Line 1, New Technology CROP AR 1965 DAYS (s-Hour) OPERATION 107

Refer
enc e

Number Process

22

L

At end of sizing &
packing line boxes
of apples accumu-
late on tracks.

Stampers hand stamp,
size, grade, grower
number, code number
on end of box.
Stamper also accunu-
ulabes packer &
gradesize punch
cards.

'25 banks of two -

ft. long F96Tl2
white florescent
lights

0

JdhcL itpi
2 Barton' stamp-
ers,l sideamheel
stamp complete wit
sizes,3 rockerbar
stampers,
3 stamp pads
50 i-inch square
stomps
All manufactured
by R. M. Church,
Inc.

Equipment
operating
capacity

(24-bu.
bins in

hours

Equipment
total cost
& annual
depre-
c iation

T Total
A Annual

$IIE. OOT

$ l2.00A

Man
require-

ments in
hours

& cost

Utility
costs per

hours

Kilouatts
lights

$1.61
ther

l8.5l T

H
H
a)

200+

200+

0

$io. COT

$ 15.00A

0

One and
one half
$1.40 per
hr. $16.90
salary

22.00

$ .75

0

Ink 1723 C



NAME Packing Line j, New Technology

PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPTE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

CROP YEAR

Equirnent

1965 DAYS

Equipment
1ope rating

capacity

(24-bu.
bins in

hours)

50 ft. of side- 200±
wheel track with
eeirer- chain drive
pomofed by
electric motor with
gear head

15 ft. of side 200f
uheel track with
center--chain drive
powered by same
motor as No. 24

Automatic glue
lidde r (converted
Chrishoi[m Ryder)
powered by 3/4-
horse motor

(s-Hour) OPERATION 107

Equipment
total óost
& annual Man
depre- require-
ciation ments in
T - Total hours
A - Annual & cost

$10.00 per 0
ft. installed

GOT
$ 6l.00A

$ 10.00 per 0
ft. metalled
$150. GOT

$ 15 . OOA

$ 1.13
other

513.13
for lin

j=
$6.56

Utility
costs per

hours

Kilowatts
motor
2.954
$ .10

H
H

900 $6400.00T one $1.50 Kilowatts
packed $ 640.00A per hour motors
boxes 512.00 4.476
per hr. salary $ .15

Refer-
ence
Number

24

25

26

27

Process

Transport of packed
boxes to automatic
segregator & lidder.

Segregation of boxes.

Loose filled & telmo
ocopetop boxes by--
pass lidder & trans-.
port direct to
storage.

Gime lidding of
packed boxes.



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPTE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NAME Packing Line 1, New Technology CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (sHour) OPERATION 107

Equipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
depre

Man
require

Refer (24bu. ciation meats in Utility
ence bins in T - Total hours costs per
Number Process Description Equipment hours) A Annual & cost hours

2 Transport to storage
one storage on same
level & one lower
level.

100 ft. of sidc
wheel track with
centerchajn drive
povured by two -

horse electric
motors

200± 1O.00 per
ft.

installed
21,222.001
$ 122.2OA

0 Kilowatts
motor
5 . 96

$.20

35 ft. heavy cnn
vas l04nch ulde
moving belt to
lower storage
powered by one
horse electric
motor

200f $ 226.501
S 26.65A

Kilowatts
motors

2.94
$.lo

Cold Storage Costs not included.



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NAME Packing Line 1, New Technology CROP YEAR 1965 DAYS (s-Hour) OPERATION 107

One fui.Ll-tiue main
tenance man for two
packing lines and
storage equipment.
Unit accounting
records allocate
time & expendable
supplies for yeah
maintenance on
packing line.

One supervisor-
inspector & one
assistant for 2
packimg lines in-
specting dumping,
sorting & packing.

Small tools and
eqppment est.
replacement a nnual-

l & use of mds-
cellaneous supplies
for one packing
line by plant
,manage r

0

Equipment
total cost
& annual
depre-

ciation
T - Total
A - Annual

200-I-

200±

$1369. OOA

($61.49 per
function)

0

Man
require-
ments in

hours
& cost

one
$]2 70
salary
$a,6o othe*

per line &

$.76 for
pregrading

$.94 per
function

Utility
costs per

hours

one $4O.00 0

one $20.00
$60.00
salary
$4.60 other

$64.60
$ for line

$32.20 les

$11.62 for pre-gradi
($3.44 per function)

0

Equipment
ope rating

capacity

Refer-
enc e

(24.-bu.
bins in

Number Process Description Eqpipment hours)

ALLOCATED COSTS



PROCESS CHART AND COST DATA - FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

NAME Packin&Line 1, New Technolpgy CROP NEAR 1965 DAYS (s-Hour) OPERATION 107

Equipment
operating
capacity

Equipment
total cost
& annual
depre-

Man
require-

Refer- (24-bu. ciation ments in Utility
ence bins in T - Total hours costs perJ9_iINsitL flpprpL. & cost hours

For rest periods &
provision for
emergency care.

One 4Ocup coffee
maker, 3 picnic
tables nub benches
Three O L b. tong
wood benches,
coffee & apple
jof cc furnished
daily

$150.00T
$ 15.OoA

0 Coffee,
juice,
disposable
cups

$5.00

Fire Thsurance l.l5
of value (P1,635.00
for packing lines in

1365)

Heat for area.

Real Estate tax 50

Steam heat unit
wi h fuel oil burn
er, oil tank, stear
generator, ducks &
fans for 2 lines,
$ allocated for

=
$1, 125 . OOT

$ 1l2.50A
for sort

ers
for pack-

=

Fue.i$4.Th

for sort
ing
for pack

mills per year on single line ens ing
25% of equipment
value,

$56.25 per
function

$2.09 per
function



COST ACCUMULATION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Packing Line 1, New Technologr Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

Fimct ion

1. TBringip Fork lift trucks

and dumping

Season Variable SeasonFced Costs To Ficed Costs Variable Costs Sub Total ByCost Item Per_Season Per Shift Per Season inctjon

0ROUR SHIFT

TOTALS: SEASON Continued

IJruck operator

L.P, Gas for lift truck

tenance of lift truck

and dumper unit

12 ft. of bin roller track

tra,c k
20 ft. of bin chaiumdrivej

One lhorse electric motor

Water

$600.00

61,49

0.50

63,60

17.00

50.00

$ 13,90

2

94

9044 90,44

600.00

100.50 162,07

0,50

63,60

21.40



Plant Packing Line 1, New Technologr lear 1965 Days Operating Season 107

]'imction

TOLLS: SEASON

HOUR SHIFT

COST ACCUMULATION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

1. Continued Direct Supervision

er eqjinent $36O,OO

o
!JL7__

_J3..............................

36.O

6oO0

7Lc27 6,232W3W

HH

Season Variable Season

Fixed Costs To Fixed Costs Variable Costs Sub Total By

Cost Item Per Season Per s-Hr. Shift per Season Function

LcJLJ3SPIr1I....
& motor

10 o .

J 'v



Plant Packing Line 1, New Technologr Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

TOTALS: SEASON

8-HOUR SHIFT

COST ACCUMULATION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

S586.87

$5.49 ;4.99

Function Cost Item
Fixed Costs
Per Season

Season Variable
To Fixed Costs
Per 8.-Hr. Shift

Variable Costs
Per Season

Season
Sub Total
Function

2. Brushing Elevator $ 47.00 $ 47.00

and small Electric Power

Brushing Unit 280.00

$ .10 $ 10.70 10.70

280.00(2 inch

diameter and Electric power .41 43.87 43.87

less) fruit Small Fruit Eliminator 90.00 90.00

elimination. Electric power .10 10.70 10.70

Maintenance of equipment 61.49 .94 100.58 162.07

Fire insurance 47.94 47.94

Direct supervision 3.)4 368.08 368.08

Property tax 60.14 60.44

$533.93 Sl,120.80

$1O.4



TOTALS: SEASON Continued

OHOUR SHIFT H
0

COST ACCU1VIULATION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Packing Line 1, New Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

Cost Item

fTheason Variable
Fixed Costs To Fixed Costs
Per Season Per s-Hr. Shift

-
Variable Costs

Per Season

Season
Sub Total By
FunctionFunction

3. Sortiny Sorting table unit ' 200.00 $ 200.00

fruit into 3 Electric power .20 $ 21,40 21.40

I

:U1COWer __5__
p

p

Direct suiDerision 3,! 36 36O.O



Plant Packing LThe 1, New Technolor Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

TOTALS: SEASON

OHOUR SHIFT

COST ACCUMULATION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

$123.73

H
H

Function Cost Item
Fixed Costs
Per Season

Season Variable
To Fixed Costs
Per 0-Hr. Shift

Variable Costs
Per Season

Season
Sub Total By
Function

3. Continued Rest Period Equipment () $ 7.50 $ 1.50

( _ $2L 267.50

36./IL

Icr 233..... ....

-.... ....---,---



COST ACCUMULATION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Pan Line 1, New Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

H
5)

Function Cost Item
Fixed Costs
Per Season

Season Variable
To Fixed Costs
Per sHr. Shift

Variable Costs
Per Season

Season
Sub Total By
Function

4, Sizing Belts to sizing,3 sections $ 22.76 S 22.76

fruit and Electric power
$ .10 10.70 10.70

transuont to 3 sizing machine units

500,00

73,64
Total: Season i'1, 9 5f] ,L Q5aL

-HoUr Shift
fft2 .20



COST ACCUMULATION - FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Packing Line 1, New Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

TOTALS: SEASON Continued

SHOUR SHIFT

Function Cost Item
Fixed Costs
Per Season

Season Variable
To Fixed Costs
Per sHr. Shift

Variable Costs
Per Season

Season
Sub Total By
Function

5. Packing 16 packing carts,machine

fru:Lt into

shipping

cards & 20 stamps

Indus hrial insurance on 16

$ 163.00 S 163.00

containers packers S 4.40 $ 470.S0 470,S0

& transpoib 200 ft. chaindrive track 222.00 222.00

to checker Electric power .20 21,40 21,40

& stauper. Overhead con'reyer & 2 hand

trucks for packing materials/ 122,50 1225O

Electric power .10 10.70 10.70

2 material supply operators 26,26 2,009.d2 2,009.52



COST ACCUMULATION FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Packing LinJ New Technology Year l95 Days Operating Season 107

TOTALS: SEASON

HOUR SHIFT

392'76 $L691,13

imction Cost Item ISeason
To Fixed

son Variable
Costs Variable Costs

Season
By

5. Continued Maintenance of equipment $ 61.49 $ .94 S 1OO.5 $ 162.07

Direct supervision 3.44 36.O 36.Og

J2'%
2,50 267,50267.50

7.5°
±±' Eoc ockn 2re 12 00 12 00

iouei olight 75 O 25 6025
'4

Hetfo1 uoilcers 56 25 2 09 22363 27968



COST ACCUMULATION - FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Plant Packing Line 1, New Technology Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

Continued
TOTALS: SEASON

OHOUR SHIFT H

rSeason
I

Function Cost Item

Fixed Costs
Per Season

Variable
To Fixed Costs
Per -Hr. Shift

Variable Costs
Per Season

Season
Sub Total By
Function

6. StampingHand stamps $oo $ 15.00

1,9O.57.1719119
Lid.1. o& 65 ft. trach ftth center

brunspor chain drive 76.n0
.

7.00

nçncn ri.nctric power ............

P flY: atic g ]idr

dO5C ....0
room .entr ]iftropertS

.
2QP

100 ft. track with center

chain drive 122.20 122.20



TOTALS: SEASON

6HOUR SHIFT

COST ACCU1I[JLATION - FRESH APPTEJ GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGBG

Plant Pack 1gLinejNew Technology

Cost Item

J:Le naurance

6. Continued jElectric Power

35 ft. continuous canvass belt

EioctHc power

r1nance of oquapment

a!: :oporvision

Proporty tax

$3 226. 19 $4,303 . 71

$ 40.97

Year 1965 Days Operating Season 107

Fixed Costs ITo
Jyer Season

TSeason

Per 6-Hr.

$

Fixed
Variable

Costs
Shift

.20

Variable CostslSub
Per Season 4nction

$ 2l.4Q4

10.70

100.56

360,06

iSeason

$

Total By

2l.l0

22.65

61.1L9

117.74

.10

.94

31)

22.6

10.70

162.07

360.06

100.44

117.7k



APPENDIX 2

OPERATING AND COST MODELS FOR THE STR TECHNOLOGY AND THE NEW

TECHNOLOGY ON PACKING LINES i 3 3 L.

OPERETING AND COST MODELS FOR PEESORTING AND PRESIZING WITH BUPREES

AVERAGE COST PER UNIT OF OUTPUT WITH SEW PER CENT INTEREST APPLIED

TO TOTAL COST PER SHIET



SFC
Functioi'i

1, Dumping S1,528.67

2, Brushing
f

599.79

3. Sorting 43],99

4, Sizing 730,81

5, Paokng

6. tddang

TOPAL

OPERATING & COST MODEL .FRESH APP]IE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

781,90

ii68,7i

$5241.87

6
Shifts ASFC per SVC per .-TC pè

Shift Shift Shift
Average Puti1ut &C per Unit of
per Shift0 :

of Output 9

$ .030

.007

1 Fie1drun boxes with 35 pounds of apples
2., Packed boxes with 42 pounds of apples

Season Fxod Cost of Machinery & Equipment
Standard 8 -hour operating shifts required to process assumed input volume
Average Season Fixed Costs per ahour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, utilities, and consuiied supplies assumed to be fixed costs per
8 hour operat rig shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utilities, and used supplies per 8-.hour operating shift operating

:inpu ls

Average output (42-pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating shift based on assumed input volume
and apple industry input--output conversion ratios
Average costs per unit of output

H

103 $ 14.84 $ 46.71 61. 2042

103 5,82 7.69 13.51 2042

103 4,19 147,18 151,37 2042

103 7,10 8,19 15,29 2042

103 7,59 43,38 50,97 2042

103 11 35 32,87 44,22 2042

$50.89 ;286,02 $336.91

2
Technology Standard Technology, Packing Line 1 Input 300,000 Output 210,000



OPERATING & COST MODEL -.FRESH APPLE GRADIJ1C}, SIZING, & PACKAGThG

2

Packing Line1 Input O0,000 Output 280,000

6 7

Functioi'x

1.Dumping

Brushing

Sorting

L, Sizing

Packing

6., tidcling

$ ii.i6 L6.71

.38 7.69

5.33 8,19

5,71 L3,38

8 53 3287

$38.26 $286,o2 $32l,28

57.87 2OL2

2O/12

2O2

2082

20/

2082

12,07

Average Output kC per Unit of

.028

.006

078

,007

,028

.020

159

Field-run boxes with 35 pounds of apples

Packed boxes with 82 pounds of apples

3 Season Fixed Cost of Machinery & EGuipmeni

8. Standard 8hour operating shifts re2uired to process assumed inpuLvolumo

Average Season Fixed Costs per 8--houm operating shift

Season variable costs of labor, utilities, and consumed supplies assumed to be fixed costs per

8--hour operating shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utilities, and used supplies Ier B -hour operating shift operating

inputs
Average output (82pound packed boxes) per &hour operating shift based on assumed input volume

and apple industry input--output conversion ratios

9. Average costs per unit of output H

SFC Shifts

1,528.67 137

599.791 137

)31.99 137

730,81 137

7819O 137

1,168,71 137

5,2L1,87

.ASFC per
Shift

SVC per
Shift

-TC pe
Shift - -per enti L - Output 9



Techno1og_ndard Technology, Packing Line 1

6
SFC

Furictioi

OPERATING & COST MODEL .-FRESR APPTE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

2
Input 500,000 Output 350,000

1

6 Lidding 1,168.71

$ ,241 .87 $'o , 6 $286.02 $1 6.67 $

1 Fie1drun boxes with 35 pounds of apples
2. Packed boxes with 42 pounds of apples

3, Season Fxod Coot of I4aehinery & Ecuipmant
Li-, Standard 8---hour operating sh :[ts rocjuired to process as suncd ernie

Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shtft
Season variable costs of labor, utilities, and consumed supplies assumed to bn :f8xe.d costs per
8 Four operating shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utlit es, and used suppi ion per 8-hour opera fing shd f operating
inputs
Average output (42pornd packed boxes) par 8-hour operating shft based on asnumed input voluiiie
and apple industry input output conversion ratios
Average costs par unit of output

Shifts SFC per
Shift

SVC per
Shift

TC per
Shift

Average 9utut
Slaift°_per

iC per Unit of

.°'
Output 9

171 $ 8.94 $ 46.71 $ 55.65 2042 $ .027

171 3.51 7,69 11.20 2042 .005

171 2.53 147,18 149,71 2042 .073

171 4.27 8l9 12.46 2042 .006

171 4.57 43.38 47 95 2042 .023

171 6.83 32.87 39.70 20 2 .019

1. Dumping Sl,528,67

2. Brushing 599.79

3. Sortg 431.99

4. Sizing 730.81

5, Pack:ng 781.90



Average Outut C per Unit of
per Shift of Output 9

2. Brushing 586.87 92 6.38 11.37

3 Sorting L0533 92

L, Sizing 717,93

Steriip,

TCLT

y66,3?

5 ,39

OPERtTING & COST MODEL FRESH APPTE RD1NG, SIZING, & PACKAG1MG

2282

cyutput21i0_200

gheck1 lid
92

$ .027

.005

,o_) I-

006

021L

,019

132

Peeld--run bo es xi tii 35 pounds of appios
Pecked Loacs with +2 pounds of apples

3 Season Fixed Cost of i4sehineiy & Equipment
L, Standard 8 hour o1 crating shiPts required to process assuied input volume
5, verago Sesson FIxed Costs per 8--hour operating shift
6 Season variabJe costs oC labor, utilities, and consumed supplies assumed to be fixed costs per

8-hous operating shift

7.. Tofst cost; of nachinery) labor, nd] ities, and used sappi ice par 8 -hour oporat;.ng ehif operaslng
inputs

8, Average output (/2--pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating shift based on assumed input volume
and apple indus try input output conversion ratios

9 Average costs per 'mit of output

(J

Technology
New Technology, Packing Line 1 300.000

Input

SFC Shifts .ASFC per SYC
6
per TC per

Function Shift Shift Shift



Functioi'i

1. Dumping

2, Brushing

1. Sorting

.5 , Packing

6
Chock, Lid

L, 3pg

OPERATING & COST MODEL .FRESH APPTE GRADING, SIZING:, & PACKAGING

Technology New Technology, Packing Line 1 Thput1 4OO,OOO

SFC3 Shifts.ASFCper SVC per TC7 pe
Shift Shift Shift

$ 4L.,ol$l523,37 .123

586.87 123

/.!.O533 123

7.793 .123

766 37 123

$12.39

L, 77

5 ,

623

30,17

56.Li.o

2
output 000

Average Outut
per Shift

Ac per Unit of
of Output 9

2282 .025

2282 0OLI

2282 0

2.282 005

2282 021

2282 017

,126

Lj,99 9.76

119 ,9L 123,2L?

5.29 1133

/o,68 6 91

IL. F1cl......rex boxes with 35 wounds of apples

2 Packed boxes with LL2 pounds of apples

3, Season Iixod Cost of Nachinary Equipment
, Standard 8..hour operating shifts reqairod o process assurcd input vo1um

Average Coason Fixed Costs per ahour operating shift
Season variable costs of 1ahor utilities, and consumed supplies assumed to he fixed costs per
8..hour operating shift
Total cosgs of saohinory, labor; nLi.1ities and used. suppl.ies per 8 hour operating shift operating
inpuLs
Average output (h2pound packed boxes) per a-home operating shift based on assumed input volume
and apple industry input-output conversion ratios

9 Average costs par unit of output H
H



1. Dumping

S I a I

Brushing

Sorting

,Packing
S Lamp,

6 Check ILlS

TOTAL

OPERATING & COST MODEL FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Technology New Technology, Packing Line 1 inpuJ oo,000
2

0 000

SFC ' Shifts

l,523.37j 153

586,871 153

1513

71793 i3

'53

,i552 153

56939

ASFC per SVC per
Shift Shift

$9.96

3,84

2,65

it,70

50l

7,55

$33.7'

$ 44.0]

4.99

per
Shift

S 53,97

8,83

122,59

10,19 2282

45.69

37,72

$278.99

Average Outgut

pp Shift

2282

2282

2282

AC per Unit of
of Output 9

$ .024

004

054

004

020

.017

.122

FielcL run boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes xi Lb 42 pounds of apples
Season Fixed Cost of Machinery & Equipment
Standard 8hour operating shifts required to process assumed input volume
Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor utilities, and consumed .sulDplies assumed to be flxod costs per
8hour operating shIft
Total OOS Ls of machinery, labor, utilitIes, arid used supplies par 8hour operating shIft operating
inputs

Average outpuL (i2pound pecked boxes) per &hour operating shift based on assumed input volume
and apple industry inputoutput conversion ratios
Average Costs per unit of output

H
r\)



Si, 732 001. Dumping 80

1,246.002, Brushing 80

d& L

ui 761 o0 o

OPERATING & COST MODEL -FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

l,262j0
80

per
Shift

$39.16$21.65

15.58 4.89

15,78 102,93

17,87

12,68

$94,31 $'7753

Input 400,000

mrs per
Shift

60.81

20.47

1.18,71

37,16

38 ,69

2
Output 280000

Av8rage Outut iC per Unit of
per Shift of Output 9

3500 $ .017

3500 .006

500

3500

038

,010

1, Field run boxes with 35 pounds of apples
2 Pa eked boxes with 82 pounds of apples

3, Season Fixed Cost of Machinery <1 Equinment
4. Ste ncla:c'd 8 -hour operating shifts required to process assumed input volum

5 Average Season Fixed Costs per 8hour operating shift
6 Season variable costs of labor, utilities, and consumed supplies assumed to be f:xod costs per

8 hour eoesat$ ng sFif

7. ToLal costs of machinery, labor, utilities, end used suppLaes per &hour operating shift operating
inputs

8.. Average output (82pound packed boxes) per 8hour operating shift based on assumed input volume
and apple industry input..output conversion ratios

9. Average cosbs per unit of output

Technology Presorting and Preiing Line

SFC Shifts
Function Shift



OPERATING & COST MODEL ...FRESH APPTF GPADG, SIZING, & PACKAGBG

2

Technology Presortang and Presizing Tine Input1 150,000 tput 105,000

Function

Dumping

Brushing

3 ,SorLing

L, Siz:ng

TOTAL

SFC

1,732.00

1,2146.00 30 141,53 14.89

1,26230 30

1,5143 5Q

.176 oo

7J1414OBO

30

30

ASFC ' per SVC per
Shift Shift

57.73

l787

12,68

7?-

S39 .16

TC per
Shift

96,89

146,Lj,2

1145.01

6932

71.38

Average P.utgut

pr Shift

3500

3500

3500

0Xi

3500

iC per Unit of
Output 9

- .028

.013

0141

020

.020

1 Field -ruo boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes xi bh 142 pounds of aplos
Seacon Fixed Cost of Machinery A Equipment

14. S anJard 8--hour operating shifts requi rod to process assumed input vo1um
Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, utititios,rd consnmcd supplies assumed to be fIxed costs per

8--hour operating shift
To a] costs of machinery, labor, utilities, and used suppl los per 8-hour openabing s1iiIt -- operating

inputs
Average output (142-pound packed bunco) per 8--hour operating shift based on assumed lnpit volume

and apple irchistry input-output conversion ratios
Average costs per unit ol' output



OPERATING & COST MODEL FRESH APPLE GRADG SIZING, & PACEAGBG

1
2

Technology Presorting and Presizing Line Input 200,000 tput lO,O00

Function

1. Dumping t81,752000
LO

_±
5 So:cting I262,5O LO

L, 3ing ]L5 O kO

,J3tn fi11in31. CO L0

SFC Shifts .ASFC per svc 6
per TC per Average Outnut tC per Unit of

Shift Shift Shift per Shift Output 9

59l6

31.15 ,89

l0295

8,59 1787

l268

i8862

82,L6 5500

56.oL 5500

i5L,L9 5500

6 3500

0

3C0

02U

1 850 Id run :cs w:bh 5 pounds of apples

2. Packed bonus nith 82 pounds of apples

5 Season Pxed Cost of Machinery A Equipment

8. Otanc3ard 8 hour operating shifts required to process assuneci nput votumo

5, Average Season F::od Costs per &houn operating shift

6. Season variablo costs of labor, ubilities,and consumed supplies as sumed to ho famed costs per

8 tour operating shift

7, Total cOOLS of idOCh nosy, labor, UtSJ sies, añJ used cupplI too per 3 hour opesats ug shift oporat

inputs
8. Average output (82upound packed boxes) per 8 hour operating shift based on assumed input volume

and apple indus try input.oubPUt conversion ratios

9 ivera go costs per souP of output

.010

.058

oi6

*95

H

TOEd L
n



0, Sising

5 3:ko l 761 00 50

OPERATING & COST MODEL FRESR APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

50 30,87 17,87

3522 T1268

2
Input 0

1

OL1JJ

3500

L3

Ly9

175,000

$328 )i3

3500

Average Output iC per Unit of
Output 9of

.021

3500

3500 .037

009

, 01.0

1, Fi eldrun 'comes with 35 pounds of oppics
2 Packed 'coxes wiok 02 pounds of apples

3, Fixed Cost of 1Thchinery & Ecjmi1ent
Standai F 8bour operating shifts reouj.rec1 to process assumed input volume
Ivorago Season Fixed Costs per 8hour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, utiiities,auid consumed supplies assumed to be :Lxed costs per
8 tiOUr oporatang shift
To ts of e1Fner3 3 f3 U1J.Lit?O53d cocci suppives per 8hour 'operating abitb operating

inputs
8 Average output (62pound packed LOT es) per 8hour operating shift based on assumed input volume

and apple indust:c-y inputouLput conversion ratios

9, Average costs per unit of output

OutputTechnology

ASFC ' per SVC per -TC ' pet'SFC Shifts
Function

1. Dumping 01,732,00 50

Shift

3L61

L)LJI. , JL1.J-

$ 39,16 $ 73.80

2, Brushing 1,2L!,6,00 50 2L.92 Lj. .89 29,81

3 Sorting 13262,30 50 25,25 1O293 128,18



Tochnolo gy Stee I

SFC31ftSCPSCP TC / pe Average 0.utut * C per Unit of

St pftf0UtP11
107.72 3879 .028

Function

1,Durrnping 29601.L2
1

0PERTING & COST MODEL .FRESH A?PTE GRkD]IEG, SIZIEG, & PACKAGflG

612.07 15k

i.,35)..L5 5k

27].97 5k

Shift Shift

TJne 2

59.55

1
2

Input 300?000 Output 00O0

6? 03

33.3k 3879

2y23k 3879

I2k,9k 3('9

1e a!', / r.

7? 75 3879

.009

,070

u32

02e

01.9

Pc)

1, ?io1d -:Lun )o ,s ui th 35 ui do of apples

?, Pek6 I oucs . h 2 pounds of apples

3, Suason I1'u 1 Coo of iIachi.noj & Ecliipiiicflt
k, Stand.rd 5 -hour ope:ce.I ng oP Its oou3 rad o prouOs asbuiicd put VolU1e

, r( ['ape Oceson Fucd Costs par a hour oportlng shift

6. Soc son var oh] c coo s of 1ator uL1 h os, ond consuriod supp]acs assuncd to ho nod os Ls per

O -hou.c ro Idup shIt

7 To 1fl]. COO 03 of i chtery, 1 cPu c, nP 1 i Lice, and usad suppLi as per S hour °i crc,L up. sh L ......oporo b up

1111)0 to
8 , Averopc ouLpub (l42pound packed Lone)) per B-hour operut;ing shIlL 'eased. on ao'nunod input volume

end apple induotny nput.outprt conversion raLios

9 Aver ape costs per unit of output H
.,1

Brushing ] 1.89.l7

SorUng 1311,93 5L

i L.8.17

22.02

2k 91.

1.1.3 ,00

25.17

23 56

cç6 83



OPERATING & COST MODEL .FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

1
2

Technology Input 400,00 ott
SFC Shifts

6102 07 72

3

1

.ASFC per SVC per TC per Average Gutgut iC per Unit of
Shift Shift Shift per Shift -

of Output 9

59.55 S 95.68 3879

11,32 27.84

24743 26611 3879

34,75 11 ,14 96 69

(oyy 7965

49,19 (606

I
3879

3879

3379

280,000

.025

.007

,o69

O25

021

01?

1.

2, flaeh 3 boxes rih. 2 ponnds of ppios

3 2 oason 81. sO Coot of 12Chrery &
S Lo :'d 8 hens Op ;rotiiig oh fts rcui ed Lo J O;OSS 55511 d rpuL VO1UJlC

5, AVc5]LU 50 Seas011 EPxed CooLs per 0i-hous o sis Lang shift

6. Season vor obi o costs of labor) ijLiijtjeo, ond corsumed supTios asounicd Lo ho ficd costs per
3 hour o tin5 shift

( So L 1 costs of s;hi n PLj) labor, uL I , d sod 5OPl ° P 0 8 hOUS opci:tin SIII Lb operab ag
inputs

8 Average output (42 pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operati eg shift based on assumed input volume
and appe industry riput-output conversion ratios

9, Asurspe cooLs per unit of output
'--i

Co

Function

i Dumping 2O1.42 72 36,13 S

2 Brushing 1 ,189 17 72 16.52

3, Sortirr i,31IL,93 72 ]868

p - 72 o ()LU U

5 5] -tm'
( y67

° 0(3 71 1u7. (2

j1 3 -rlp Loos ]ilih 35 P 0!] 035 O 'ppiCS



Technology

Pfg
A IL$7ci;nu

Stying

OPERATING & COST MODEL FRES}i APPlE GRADING, SIZING,& PACKAGING

Standard Technology, Packing Line 2

SFC Shifts

1 ,39,L. 93

6)102 MY

1,359 3.5

1.; 271 97

;1 877

90

90

90

90

90

.FC per SVC
6
per TO pe

Shift

28,90

1321

1L2,9Li

67 530

Shift Shift

1.0 60 ,77

L13 69,19

59055 $ 88.Li-5

11,32 24,53

247,43 262,37

17., 94 79 74

6332

Average Output

- _P8P Shift°

2
Outuut :350,000

:3879

3879

3879

9879

3879

3879

AC per Unit of
of Output 9

.023

.006

,068

,021

020

,oi6

1.53

H
us

I. , 1553 9:Cun 1)Oxe nISh 35 reu:cds of apples

Pecked bexes xi rh /53 pounds of apples
Season Fioxd Ccc of Machinery 7. 1Muxpmont
S anr1urd 8 53iour oporat:ng sh3fbs rccp.6rod to process asuiricd input vo1ueo

5 Average Season Fixed Costs par 8 hour operating shift
6 Season variable costs of labor, utilities, and consumed suppines assumed to be fixed costs par

8 hour operating shift

7,, So tal L yt Of machtnercy, labor, utaliLes, and used Supplies per 6 ho operatLeg 53iift operating

inputs
8. Average output (42upound packed homes) per 8hour operatIng shift based on assuxed input

a:ed apple industry inputoulput conversion ratios

9, Average costs per unit of output

Input1 0 000

2, Brushing

Function

1. Dumping 2,6Ol,62

1,189,17

Sorting13



Technology New Technology, Packing Line 2

SFC ' Shifts

1, Dumping 2,596,13

2G Brushing l,l8387

096 77

in5 i666b

OPERATING & COST MODEL FRASH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

50

50

50

50

.ASFC per
Shift

5192

23,68

27 03

25 53

26 75

$

Input 300 990

862 32.30 L225

221,39 2)48,18 )4225

)400 66

2
Output 210,000

$ .O26

008

,059

131 )422i 031

5225 ,020

Ol7

I Fic1d i'un xooeiidh 35 po ols of applos
moRon boxes rith 52 peePs of app)
ccasocixcd Coo of iahieoo Equpxent
S onc ed S ho rc opera ;ing shi bs ::aquired to p.00coos a sued inpu /O1UUIC

5 Average Season Pixed Costs per P 'iiour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor ubiiiics, and c onsuxod supplies assusied to be fucd costs per
3d: ou;c operating shift

To at oasIs P n labor;, utAh. and need supplees per d-hour oparaLing ohif operating
luputs
Average outpuL (52pocnd packed boxes) per 3hour operating shift booed on assured input volume
end apple inclusLry input output conversion ratios
Averogo costs per unit of output

H
a:-

C)

l9633 Sorting

t. Sizing

PC

'Pd

TOTAL

108,77 Ll225

SVC per TC pci' Average O.utut iC per Unit of
Sh ft Shift jer Shift of Output 9

5685



OPERATING & COST MODEL ..FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Technology New Technology, Packing Line 2

Functioi'i

Dumping

Brushing

1h Sorting

Si Lfl5

Pae<.hng

(it AL

Input1 800,000
2

Output 280,000

1 Floldn boxes a tth 135 pounds of oppics
2, Pocked boxes ei.th 82 pounds of opples

13. Season Fixed Cost of Fachinery & Ecjuipnient
13 hour oprtirc ehLfts recpiired to process assuriod Lnpnt '/0111(i)

5. Average Season lObed Costs per 8xhorr operating shift
Selson variable costs of 1aor ultiies,and consumed supi(iies assumed to be ftxed costs per
ahour oncrating shift
ToOai cocts Os eaciFuery; labor, utilit es, and used supplies per 3hou1: operating shift opeabing
Inputs
Average output (82pound packed boxes) per Ohoux operating shift based on assiroed input volume
and apple industry inpuboubput conversion ratios

9 Average ccs Ls per unit of output

H
H

SFC
Shift

SVC
6

per
Shift

per
Shift

veragc Outnut

per 8hift
AC per Unit of
of Output 9

256U66 13954 $ 56.85 $ 9619 8225 $ 023

1,1813,87 66 17.94 862 26,56 8225 .006

1,339,63 66 2.0,30 22139 24L69 4225 ,057

6,09677 66 92,130 928 10L62 82.25 O28

1,353B0

l266,67

66

66

20,

1.9,19

07

L689

7858

65,68

L2(i5

6225

19

O16

$1.3 )8g683 $20965 $600 .66 $61o31 S



OPERATING & COST NODEL .FRES}I APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

1
2

Technology NOW Techno1ogy P _Input 5OO 000 Output 350,000

L i o L. :s 35 pe1rcJJ of s:p1oo
2. :' ci I o:uec, lLh / 2 on J0 of j1os

3, 5)fl J\(C1 CooL of ohn':j
4 L icleod 8 huu op t:LYI5 0}1J JLS rcafIJ OGd LO 00055 ouiicd inpuL volume
5 A'ige Season 2 ed Costs r°' SI tour Opos'e ug shi ft

6 son von abi o cooLs of ] obor; uLi] J DS, aid conSuls S Si'fpL os asiiuicj CO be f cd COOLS per
8 a' oaL r siLL

7 1° LOT 005 Lo O oso'h1 any, Taboo, u LTI i Li os, sad Usd suppi i as par 8 iioun opei'aLi ag shift opanating
aputs

3, Average oubpub (42 pound packed boxes) poe 8-hour operating shift based on assuadd inpaL volume
and opgi a uduslay i apaL outpuL consersoOn ratios

9, iurono.go cosos c rnt of ouLput

Function

1. Dumping 83

.ASFCper
Shift

$ 31.28

.SVC6 per
Shift

5685

TC / per
Shift

$ 88,13
J

Average Ut

per Shift
Cper nit

Output 9

s2,596,13 4225 $ .021

2. Brushing 1,183.87 83 14,26 8,62 22,88 4225 QQ5

3, SorLng 1,1339,63 83 16,14 221,39 237,53 4225 ,O56ir' 16y 83 73J:6 9,24 82,70 j:225 ,O20

i353,8O 83 163l. 5307 '/433 ':225 ,018

/ f'.d;° 1Lp66 6y 83 15 26 ':6 49 61,?5 4225 ,015

8 $366 ,/t $)oQ 66 $56'/ ,3'/ $ , 134



8)01.9 37

C:

131

,1537L9 81

376393 81

13 5)o.,C7

OPERATING & COST IVIODEL -FI3ESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

9900 25,36

i..67 .,12

1
2

Input 300,000 Output 210,000

1.23,36

52,53

51.20

33,96 $513.,c8

2608

,020.

2603 ,020

$ ,197

:l.H. ue bLues snOb 35 0015111 o.1 solpies

:1 'coxes r:o rh 32 pounds of IplOS
0 Fixed. Coo L o C cuoeer 0 uncut
O :edard 8 kOl.FC Qfl ang shi. flts :oocpii. red bo :pr0005 s assumed input oltalie

Season Fxed Costs per 8houe operating shift
Season 'callable coons of '1.stor, uCilities ,and cone sued supplies assumed to be fixed costs per

8..........is ape:ca Li.ng shift

rlmTh 00'! 1) Laeu) uCril......rios , an used supplies pes 8 horc oporatOog ebl...f ' .. operahi.ng

rurputs

Ave roge oulpub i2-pound packed boxes) per 8-honr operating sh3 :tt based on assumed input volume

and apple industry input.oubput converseon ratios
Average costs per unit of output H

no

7

8.

9



OPERATING & COST

Technology Standard Technology,

MODEL -FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZIN(, & PACKAGING

1
2

Packing Line 3 Input 400,000 Output 280,000

1, Field-run boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes with 42 pounds of apples
Season Fixed Cost of Machinery & Equipment
Standard 8-hour operating shifts required to process assumed input volum
Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, utilities, and consumed supplies assumed to be fixed costs per
8-hour operating shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utilities, and used supplies per 8-hour operating shift -- operating
inputs
Average output (42-pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating shift based on assumed input volume
and apple industry input-output conversion ratios
Average costs per unit of output

Function
SFC Shifts ASC per

Shift
SVC per

Shift
TC péi'

Shift
Average O;utut

er Shift
C per Unit of
of Output 9

1. Dumping $1,738.81 107 $ 16.25 $ 58.18 $ 74.43 2608 $ .029

2. Brushing 717.14 107 6.70 11.47 18.17 2608 .007

3. Sorting 547.35 107 5,12 178.15 183.27 2608 .070

4. Sizing 8,019.47 107 74.95 25.46 100.41 2608 .039

5. Packing 1,5:37.19 107 14.37 33.56 47.93 2608 .018

amp, a
976.93 107 9.13 39.14 48.27 2608 - .019

TOTAL S13,536.8 $126.52 S345.96 $472.48 $ .181



OPERATING & COST MODEL -FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Standard Technology, Packing Line 3Technology Input1 500,000 Output 350,000

Field-run boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes with 42 pounds of apples
Season Fixed Cost of Machinery & Equipment
Standard 8-hour operating shifts required to process assumed input volum
Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, uti]ities,and consumed supplies assumed to be fixed costs per
8-hour operating shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utilities, and used supplies per 8-hour operating shift -- operating
inputs

Average output (42-pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating shift based on assumed input volume
and apple industry input-output conversion ratios
Average costs per unit of output

-

Function
SFC Shifts FC per -.

Shift
SVC

6
per

Shift
TC pr
Shift

Average O.utgut

er S1iit
kC per Unit of
of Output 9

Dumping $1,738 81 134 $ 12 98 8 18 $ 71.16 2608

Brushing 717.14 134 5.35 11.47 16.82 28 .006

Sorting 547.35 134 4.08 178.15 182.2 2608 .070

Sizing 8,019.47 134 59.85 25.46 I 85.31 2608 .033

Packing 1,537.19 134 11.47 33.56 45 2608 .017
Check,.
.Stamp, Lid 976.93 134 7.29 39.14 46.43 2608 .018

TAL J3,536.89 $101.02 $345.96 I s446.8 $ .171



Technolo New Technology, Packing Line 3
2

Thput1 300,000 Output 210,000

Field-run boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes with 2+2 pounds of apples
Season Fixed Cost of Machinery & Equipment

2+. Standard 8-hour operating shifts required to process assumed input volume
Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, utilities, and consumed supplies assumed to be fixed costs per
8-hour operating shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utilities,and used supplies per 8-hour operating shift - operating
inputs
Average output (2+2-pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating shift based on assumed input volume
and apple industry input-output conversion ratios
Average costs per unit of output

1 SF0
Function j

Shifts ASFC per
Shift

svc 6
per

Shift
TC per
Shift

Average Outgut

'er Shift

&C per Unit
of Output '

1. Dumping L±733.5l -71 $ 24.42 $ 55.48 $ 79.90 2963 $ 027

2. Brushing
1

711.84 71 10.03 8.77 18.80 2963 .006

3. Sorting 542.05 71 7.63 151.95 159.58 2963 .054

4. Sizing J 8,014.17 71 112.88 14.93 127.81 2963 .043

5. Packing 1,531.89 71 21.58 30.86 52.2+4 2963 .018

L1dr971.73

j13,5O09

71 13.69 36.L1J+ 50.13 2963 .017

TOTAL
$190.21 S298.43 $488.64 .165

OPERATING & COST MODEL -FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING



Technology

OPERATING & COST MODEL -FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

New Technology, Paking Line 3 Input OO,OOO
2

Output 280,000

Field-run boxes with 3.5 pounds of apples
Packed boxes with 42 pounds of apples
Season Fixed Cost of Nachinery & Equipment.
Standard 8-hour operating shifts required to process assumed input volume

Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, utilities,and consumed supplies assumed to be fixed costs per

8-hour operating shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utilities,and used supplies per 8-hour operating shift -- operating

inputs
Average output (42-pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating shift based on assumed input volume

and apple industry input-output conversion ratios
Average costs per unit of output

Functiofl

SFC Shafts FC per
Shift

SVC per
Shift

TC per
Shift

Average Output

per Shift°

£C per Unt of

- of Output 9

1. Dumping 1,733.51 95 $ 18.25
$ 55.48 $ 73.73 2963 $ :.025.

a. Brushing 711,84 95 749
8.77 16.26 2963 .005

3. Sorting 542.05
5.71

151.95 157.66 2963 .053

. Sizing 8,014.17
84.36

14.93 99.29 2963 .034

5. Packing 1,5l.89
16.1

30.86 46.99 2963 .016

Ld 971.63 (
36.44 46.67 2963 .016

TOTAL
$13,5O5.O $142.16 J

$4!+O.59 .149



OPERATING & COST MODEL -FRESH APPLE GRkDING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Technology New Technology, Packing Line 3
1

2
Input 500,0000 Output 350,00

Field-run boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes with L2 pounds of apples
Season Fixed Cost of Machinery & Equipment
Standard 8-hour operating shifts required to process assumed input volume

Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, utilities,and consumed supplies assumed to be fixed costs per

8-hour operating shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utilities, and used supplies per 8-hour operating shift -- operating

inputs
Average output (k2-pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating shift based on assumed input volume

and apple industry input-output conversion ratios
Average costs per unit of output

H
4:-

Fimctiori

SFC Shifts .ASFC per
Shift

SVC per
Shift

TC 7pe
Shift

Average Output

er Shift°
c per Unit of

- -of
Output 9

1. Dumping 118 $lL.69 $ 55.8 $ 70 17 2963 $ .021-1'

2. Brushing 711.8k 118 6.03 8.77 14.80 2963 .005

3. Sorting 542.05 118 4.59 151.95 156.54 2963 .053

4. Sizing 8,014.17 118 67.92 14.93 82.85 2963 .028

5. Packing 1,531.89 118 12.98 30.86 43.84 2963 .015

ec
6.Stamp, Li. 971.63 118 8.23 36.44 Ls-4.67 2963 .015

TOTAL
1,13,505.0 $114.45 $298.43 $412.88 .139



Technology

Field-rim boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes with 42 pounds of apples
Season Fixed Cost of Machinery & Ecuipment
Standard 8-hour operating shifts reciuired to process assumed input volume

Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift

Season variable costs of labor, utilities,and consumed supplies assumed to be fixed costs per

8-hour operating shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utilities,and used supplies per 8-hour operating shift -- operating

inputs
Average output (42-pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating shift based on assumed input volume

and apple industry input-output conversion ratios
Average costs per unit of output H

Functior

SFC Shifts sc per
Shift

SVC per
Shift

TC pèi

Shift
Average O.utut

er Shift
C per Unit of

- of Output 9

1. Dumping $1,711 20

48 . 8

82

82

20.8

.2

i 80 8 2566

2566

$ 031

.006a. Brushing

3. Sorting 589.13 82 .18 214.20 221.38 2566 .086

.Sizing
5,092.19 82 62.10 11.06 73.16 2566 .029

5. Packing 1,779.52 82 21.70

11.12

37.26

47.96

58.96

59.08

2566

2566

.023

- .0236. Lidding
912.08 82

TOTAL $10,569.7. S128.90 26 $ .198

OPERATING & COST MODEL -FRESH APPT GRADING, SIZING,& PACKAGING

2
Standard Technology, Packing Line 4 Input :300,000 Output 210,000



Technology Standard Technology, Packing Line Input1 400,000 Ou.tput 280,000

Function
SFC 4.

ii -

TC per
Shift

Average Outgut

.er Shift

AC per Unit of

- of Output 9

1. Dumping $1,711.20 109 $ 75.21 2566 $ .029

2. Brushing 485.58 109 14.17 2566 .006

3. Sorting 589.13 109 219.60 2566 .086

-. Sizing 5,092.19 109 46.72 11.o6 57.78 2566 O23

5. Paking 1,779.52 109 16.33 37.26 53.59 2566 .021

6. Lidding 912.08 109 8.37 47.96 56.33 2566 .022

TAL 10,569.70 S96.97 $379.71 $476.68 I [ $.186

OPERATING & COST MODEL -FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Field-run boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes with 42 pounds of apples
Season Fixed Cost of Machinery & Equipment
Standard 8-hour operating shifts required to process assumed input volume
Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, utilitics,and consumed supplies assumed to be fixed costs per
8-hour operating shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utilities,and used supplies per 8-hour operating shift -- operating
inputs
Average output (42_pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating shift based on assumed input volume
and apple industry input-output conversion ratios
Average costs per unit of output H

C)



OPERATING & COST MODEL -FRESH APPLE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Technology Standard Technology, Packing Line L
2

Input 5OOOOO Output 'o,000

Field-run boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes with 42 pounds of apples
Season Fixed Cost of Machinery & Equipment
Standard 8-hour operating shifts required to process assumed input volume
Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, utilities,and consumed supplies assumed to be fixed costs per
8-hour operating shift -

Total costs of machinery, labor, utilities,and used supplies per 8-hour operating shift -- operating
inputs
Average output (42-pound packed boxes) per 8-hour operating shift based on assumed input volume
and apple industry input-output conversion ratios
Average costs per unit of output

Functio?
SFC Shifts ASFC per

Shift
SVC per

Shift
TC7 pè
Shift

Average 0utut
er Shift°

C per Unit of

- of Output 9

L Dumping . 136 $12.58 $ 59.51 $ 72.09 2566 $ .028

a. Brushing 485.5 136 3.57 9.72 13.29 2566 .005

3. Sorting 589.1 136 4.33 214.20 218.53 2566 .085

'. Sizing 5,092 l 136 37.44 11.06 48.50 2566 .019

50 Paking 1,779.5 136 13.08 37.26 50.34 2566 .020

S. Lidding 912.O 136 6.71 47.96 54.67 2566 - .021

TYAL 1c569.7o $77.72 $379.71 $457.43 $ .178



OPERATING & COST MODEL -FRESH APPlE GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

Technology New Technology, Packing Line L Input 300,000
2

Output 210, (

1, Field-run boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes with Li'2 pounds of apples
Season Fixed Cost of Machinery & Equipment

k. Standard 8-hour operating shifts required to process assumed input volume
Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, utilities,and. consumed supplies assumed to he fixed costs per
8-hour operating shift
Total costs of nachinery, labor, utilities,and used supplies per 8-hour operating shift -- operating
inputs
Average output 2-pound packed boxes) Ier 8-hour operating shift based on assumcd input volume
and apple industry input-.output conversion ratios
Average costs per unit of output

SFC
iction_

Shift$" ASFCper SVC6 per
Shift Shift

TC7perTAVerage
Shift

I per Shift

utut AC per Unit of

of Output 9

1. Thmping $1,705 90 71 $24.03J $ 56.80 $80.83 2953 $ .027

2. Brushing 480.28 71 6.76 7 02 13.78 2953
f

.005

3.Sortng 583.83 71 8.22 186.34 194.56 2953 .066

4.Sizing5,O86.897l 71.65 8.36 80.01
1

2953
J

.027

5. Pcking 1,518.23 71 218 j4.3O 55.68 2953
j

.019

6.Liddg 906.78 71 12.77 45.26 58.03 2953
J

.020

TfAL Sl0,28l.9 $144.82 $338.08 $482.90
f

$ .164



Technology

OPERATING & COST MODEL -FHESH APPT GRADING, SIZING,& PACKAGING

New Technology, Packing Line Li Input1 14OO,OOO
2

Output 280,000

SFC Shifts .ASFC per SIJC er TC per Average Outut C per Unit of
Function Shift Shift Shift per Shift° of Output 9

1. Dumping $1,705.90 95 $17.96 $ 56.80 $ 74.76 2953 $ .025

2. Brushing 480.28 95 5.06 7.02 12.08 2953 .004

3. Sorting 583.83 9.5 6.15 186.34 192.49 2953 .065

4. Sizing 5,086.89 95 53.55 8.36 61.91 2953 .021

5. Paking 1,518.23 95 15.98 34.30 50.28 2953 .017

6. Lidding 906.78 95 9.55 45.26 54.81 2953
J

.019

$108.23 $338.08 $L6.3l H.151

Field-iun boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes with L.!2 pounds of apples
Season Fixed Cost of Machinery & Equipment

Li. Standard 8-aour operating sh5fts required to process assumed input volume
Average Season Fixed Costs per &-horr operating shift
Season variable costs of labor, u.tilitics,and consumed supplies assumed to he fixed costs per
8-hour operating shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utilttics, and used supplies per -hour operating shift -- operating
inputs
Average output (k2_pound packed boxes) per 2-hou.r operatng shift based on assumed input volume
and apple industry input-.output. conversion ratios
Average costs per unit of output

H



OPERATING & COST MODEL -FHESH APPTF. GRADING, SIZING, & PACKAGING

- 2

Input 500,009 Output 350,000
Technology New Technology, Packing Line 4

Field-run boxes with 35 pounds of apples
Packed boxes with 42 pounds of apples

.
Season Fixed Cost of I1achinery & Ecjuipment

Standard 8-hour operating shifts required to process assured input volume

Average Season Fixed Costs per 8-hour operating shift
Season variable hosts of labor, utilitios,and consumed supplies assujued to be fixed cdsts per

8-hour operating shift
Total costs of machinery, labor, utilitics,aud used supplies per 8-hour operating shift -- operating

inpus
Average output (42-pound packod boxes) per 8-hour operat;ng shift based on assumed input volume

and apple industry inputoiput conversion ratios

Average costs per unit of output H

Shifts FC per
Shift

svc 6
pei

Shift
per

Shift

Average Output per Unit of

per Shift° J- of Cutput 9
Function

1. Dumping $1,705.90 119 $14.34 $ 56.80 $ 71.15 2953 $ .024

2. Brushing 480.28 119 4.04 7.02 11.06 29.5:3 .004

T 2953 .065
3. Sorting 583.83 119 4.91 186.34 191.25

4. Sizing 5,086.89 119 42.75 8.36 51.11 2953 .017

47.06 2953 .016
5. Packing 1,518.23 119 12.76 34.30

6. Lidding 906.78 119 7.62 45.26 52.88 2953 .018

TOTAL
lO,281.91 $86 40 $338.08 $424 51 $ .l't4



AVERAGE COST PER UNIT OF OUTPUT WITH SIX PERCENT INTEREST 155

APPLD TO TOTAL COST PER SHIFT

Continued

kacc1ng 13ne
and Season
Volume

Uperatng
Input Cost

Per Shift Interest

uperating
Input Cost
+ Interest

uutpui.

Per
Shift

average
Cost

Per Unit

Presort and
Presize

175,000 $328.43 6% $348.14 3500 $ .099
140,000 366.15 6% 388.12 3500 .111
105.000 429.02 6% 454.76 3500 .130

Standard
Technology
Packing Line 1

350,000 316.67 -6% 335.67 2042 .164
280,000 324.28 6% 343.74 2042 .168
210,000 336.91 6% 357.12 2042 .175

New Technology
Packing Line 1

350,000 278.99 6% 295.73 2282 .130
280,000 287.20 6% 304.43 2282 .133
210,000 301.32 6% 319.40 2282 .140

Standard
Technology
Packing Line 2

350,000 594.30 6% 629.96 3879 .162
280,000 632.82 6% 670.79 3879 .173
210,000 697.03 6% 738.85 3879 .190

'Iew Technology

Packing Line 2

350,000 567.37 6% 601.41 4225 .142
280,000 610.31 6% 646.93 4225 .153
210,000 677.40 6% 718.04 4225 .170



Packing Line Operating

and Season Input Cost

Volume Per Shift Interest

Standard
Technology
Packing Line 3

350,000 $ 446.98 6%
280,000 472.48 6%
210,000 513.08 6%

New Technology
Packing Line 3

350,000 412.88 6%
280,000 440.59 6%
210,000 488.64 6%

Standard
Technology
Packing Line 4

350,000 457.43 6%
28O,O00 476.68 6%
210,000 508.60 6%

New Technology
Packing Line 4

Operating Output Average

Input Cost Per Cost

+ Interest Shift Per Unit

$. 473.80 2608
500.83 2608
543.86 2608

437.65 2963
467.03 2963
517.96 2963

484.88 2566
505.28 2566
539.12 2566

$ .182
.192
.209

.148

.158

.175

.189

.197

.210

.152
.160
.173

350,000 424.51 6% 449.98
280,000 446.31 6% 473.09
210,000 482.90 6% 511.87

'AVERAGE COST PER UNIT OF OUTPUT WITh SIX PERCENT LTEREST i6
APPLD TO TOTAL COST PER SH'T

2953
2953
2953



APPENDIX 3

OPERATING RECORDS OF PACKING LINES 1, 2, 3 AND L WITH RATE OF

PRODUCT OUTPUT AiD PRODUCT QUALITY



OPERATING RECORD OF PACKING LThE NUMBER ONE
RATE OF PRODUCT OUTPUT AND PRODUCT QUALITY

157

Day and Date
of 8-Hour

Shift

Output
(42-Pound tBox)

Per Cent of
Mathnun
Output

Per Cent
Cull
Grade

Per Cent
Fancy
Grade

Apple
Size

Index

Thes. 4/5
Taes. 4/19

1519
1603

62

65

6

9

37 109
46 112Tues. 5/17

Mon. 4/11
1624
1655

66

67

12

13

48 122
38 123Wed. 4/6 1660 67 9 41 116

Mon. 4/25 1696 69 10 36 117
Thur. 5/5 1889 77 10 22 131
Thur. 4/7
Tues. 4/12
Thur. 5/12

1904 77
1999 81
2011 81

6

9

6

27 109
31 128
16 117

Fri. 5/6
Thur. 4/21

2014 81
2022 82

7
12

21 135
31 124Fri. 4/8

Fri. 4/22
Wed. 4/20
Mon. 5/16
Mon. 5/2
Fri. 5/13
Wed. s/n
Tues. 4/26
Mon. 5/9
Wed. 5/4
Tues. 5/3
Fri. 4/29
Wed. 4/27
Tues. 5/10

2039
2087
2093
2097
2121

2143
2254

2273
2318
2378
2389
2402
2]1J

82

85

85

85
86

86

91
92

94
96

97

97
99

100

6

7

7
8

-A-

9

U
7

7

4
6

8
8

8

33

34
34
29
31
33
31
21

25

17
21
28
28

24

106

114
I1J.

115

115
118

114
117

114
119
113
109
1122468

Average 204 83 30 117



OPERATING RECORD OF PACKING LINE NUMBER TWO
RATE OF PRODUCT OUTPUT AND PRODUCT QUALITY

158

Day and Date
of 8-4lour

Shift

Output
(42-Pound Box

Per Cent Of
Naxirnurn.

Output

Per Cent Per Cent
Cu11 Fancy
Grade Grade

Apple
Size

Index

Mon. 1/17
Tues. 1/18

3163
3289

69
72

9 37
6 39

119
106

Thur. 1/13
Wed. 10/13

3405
3445

74
75

ii 37
13 39

99

113
Fri. 12/3
Tues. 9/21
Thur.12/2
Wed. 1/12
Thur. 9/23

3577
3618
3687
3694
3843

78
79
80
81
84

8
6

7

13
.5

36
32
28
32
19

103
101
106
96

103Mon. b/u
Mon. 10/4
Wed. 9/22
Fri. 10/i
Tues.iO/i2
Wed. 9/29
Wed. 12/i
Wed. 12/15
Thur,i2/i6
Fri. 12/17

3959
4005
4067
4086

4136
41i2

42i8
4262
4522
4587

86
87
89

89
90
90

92

93

99
100

6
4
5

6

9

4
9
6

6

8

44
23

24
29
56
16

36

37
36
31

105
96

96

97
96
108
98

94

95

97

Average 3879 85 7 33 101



OPERATING RECORD OF PACKING LINE NUMBER THREE

RATE OF PRODUCT OUTPUT AND PRODJCT QUALITY

Per Cent Of Per Cent

Maximum Cull

Output Grade

Per Cent
Fancy
Grade

47
53

55

59
61
62

63
68
69
69
70
72

73
73
76
78
79
80
80
80
81
82
82
82
82

85

85
90

100

Apple
Size
Index

119
116
121

113
118
122

115
111
124
106

107
114
114
112
112
122
110
114
113

113
106

113
124
118
111
107
110
102

159

Day and Date
of 8-Hour

Shift

Output
(42-Pound Box

Thur. 1/20 1658

Fri. 1/7 1871

Mon. 1/24 1946

Mon. 1/10 2103
Thes. 1/18 2172

Wed. 1/19 2201

Tues. 1/25 2218

Fri. 1/28 2400
Thur . 12/2 2440
Thes. 1/11 2456
Fri. 11/26 2478
Mon. 11/29 2568
Wed. 1/26 2573
Mon. 1/17 2580

Thur. 1/13 2694
Mon. 10/18 2752

Thes .11/30 2794
Wed. 12/3 2823
Wed. 1/12 2828

Fri. 1/21 2852
Thur. 10/14 2887

Fri. 1/14 2891

Thur. 1/27 2891
Wed. 12/1 2903

Man. 12/13 2904
Wed. 10/13 3004
Tues .12/14 3004
Wed. 12/15 3189

Fri. 10/15 3547

Average 2608

22
12
18

13
16
15
10

15

17
11
12
12

5
9

11

7
14
11
6

4
9
8

7
9

10
8

15
8

33
21
32
22
24
20
19

13
28
22
24
26

14
22
21
12
25

27
16

14
24
22
17
15
25

19
27
20

8 19

74 1]. 2]. 113



OPERATING RECORD OF PACKING LINE NUMBER FOUR
RATE OF PRODUCT OUTPUT AND PRODUCT QUALITY

160

Day and Date
of 8-Hour

Shift

Output
(42-Pound Box

Per Cent Of
Maxinm
Output

Per Cent Per Cent
Cull Fancy

Grade Grade

Apple
Size

Index

Fri. 12/3 1817 54 14 23 130
Wed. 11/17
Mon. 12/6
Wed. 12/a
Thur .10/7

Fri. 10/22

1873
1989
2169
2248

2270

56 13 34
59 :l4 29
65 13 28
67 11 24
68 10 20

.132

122

123
117

Tues .12/7
Tues.11/16
Tues. 11/30
Fri. 10/].

2308
2406
2477
2523

69 14 28
72 12 27
74 16 24
75 14 28

133
119
111

115
Mon. 10/25
Mon. 11/22
Thur .10/21
Mon. 11/29
Thur. 10/28

2588
2628
2712
2842

2867

77 7 20 116
79 10 19 102
81 10 14 113
85 13 23 102
86 9 20

Mon. 10/4
Thes . ic/s
Tues .11/23

Wed. 10/27
Wed. 10/6
Wed. 10/20

2880
2886

2980

3019
3050
:3345

86 11. 30 15
86 4 18 122
89 10 14 101
90 7 13 119
91 8 20 112

100 3 9 104

Average 2566 77 J-J.. 23 118




